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“Brand is more than a logo or a 
tagline; it is a strategic endeavor”

Michelle Bonterre



BRANDING VS MARKETING
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Notes:

Branding is WHY

Branding is LONG TERM

Branding is MACRO

MarkeHng is HOW

MarkeHng is SHORT-TERM

MarkeHng is MICRO

Branding DEFINES TRAJECTORY
MarkeHng DEFINES TACTICS

Branding is the reason someone BUYS
MarkeHng is the reason someone FIRST BUYS

Branding builds LOYALTY
MarkeHng generates RESPONSE

Branding is the BEING
MarkeHng is the DOING

How Branding is Different From MarkeHng

Branding KEEPS customers
MarkeHng GETS customers
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REASSURANCE
2

How you communicate the value of your 
product or service to reassure customers that 

they have made the right choice.

NAVIGATION
1

How you position your brand to help 
consumers find and choose it.

ENGAGEMENT
3

How you use consistent distinctive 
imagery and messaging to engage 

with the customer.

Notes:

BRAND FUNCTIONS
3 Vital Brand FuncHons:
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Notes:

BRAND POSITIONING

6 Reasons Brand PosiAoning is CriAcal:

Positioning creates positive brand associations, which means customers 
perceive it as favorable, different, and credible. These associations are 
critical to customer preference and customer loyalty.

1 PosiAve Brand AssociaAons

Positioning differentiates your brand from the competition to communicate 
value and justifies pricing.2 DifferenAates Your Brand

Positioning boosts brand awareness and makes your brand more 
memorable to customers. When your brand is in the minds of the 
customers, they are more likely to select it when comparing their options.

3 Boosts Brand Awareness

Positioning facilitates purchase decisions because it builds trust and 
takes the guesswork out of the purchasing process4 Facilitate Purchase Decisions

When you position your brand in the front of your customers' minds it 
will dictate pricing power by clearly establishing your brand’s value, and 
making them more likely to pay a premium price over a less effectively 
positioned competitor.

5 Dictate Pricing Power

Proper brand positioning will clarify your message, allowing you to craft a 
consistent, compelling narrative across your brand’s many touchpoints.6 Clarify Your Message

WHAT IS A BRAND
STAGE 1: Module 1
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Notes:

BRAND IDEALS
A Brand Higher Pupose

A brand’s inspirational goals and plans for the future.

Vision

What the brand stands for - A big idea, a strategic position, a set of values.

Meaning

Clarity about who a brand is, what they do, what they stand for, and how 
they express and maintain those beliefs.

AuthenDcity

How a brand creates consistency throughout their brand to develop 
recognition with the consumer.

Coherence

How a brand presents itself as unique and superior to the competition.

DifferenDaDon

How a brand positions itself and evolves over time to capitalize on 
on new opportunities.

Flexibility

How a brand stays the course in a world of constant change.

Longevity

How a brand manages their assets and creates guidelines to 
maintain consistency.

Commitment

How a brand creates awareness, increases recognition, communicates 
uniqueness, promotes quality to the consumer to build brand equity.

Value

WHAT IS A BRAND
STAGE 1: Module 1



Notes:

BRAND EQUITY
The value and worth of a brand measured by the level of influence 
a brand has in the minds of consumers

8 Key Drivers That Build on Brand Equity:

This refers to the amount of time that is required to process information 
about a brand, regardless of the how or where the consumer came into 
contact with the brand. Brand familiarity is the most basic form of 
consumer knowledge.

1 Brand Familiarity

A brand personality is simply a set of human characteristics that are 
attributed to a brand name. A brand's personality is something a consumer 
can relate to. Brands increase equity by having a consistent set of traits 
that a specific consumer segment enjoys.

2 Brand Personality

Brand associations are the attributes of a brand which are present 
in the mind of the consumer. Brands should associate themselves 
with something positive so that the customers relate your brand to 
being positive. 

3 Brand AssociaFon

Mental availability means, are customers thinking about your brand and 
are they aware of how they can access it either physically or online.

Physical availability refers to the distribution of your product or service, 
and how it can be quickly and easily found through multiple channels 
and devices 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

4 Brand Availability

Preference simply means when a consumer will choose a specific 
company's product or service over other equally priced and 
available options. Brand preference is a reflection of customer 
loyalty, successful marketing tactics, and brand strengths.

5 Brand Preference

WHAT IS A BRAND
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Notes:

Also referred to as recognition, brand awareness is the extent to which a 
consumer can correctly identify a particular product or service just by 
viewing the product or service's logo, tag line, packaging, messaging, or 
advertising campaign. Brand recognition can also be triggered via an 
audio cue, such as a jingle or theme song associated with a brand.

6 Brand Awareness

Consistency is the delivery of brand messaging in line with the brand 
identity, values, and strategy over time. Consistency means your target 
audience is being exposed to core messages, visual branding, and other 
brand elements repeatedly, which can help to solidify brand recognition.

7 Brand Consistency

This refers to a consumers positive feelings towards a brand and their 
dedication to purchase the same product or service repeatedly, regardless 
of deficiencies, a competitor's actions or changes in the environment

8 Brand Loyalty

THE POWER OF BRAND LOYALTY

50% of loyal customers will pay a 25% premium before switching brands.

Loyal customers spend 33% more that new customers.

There’s a 60-70% probability of selling to a loyal customer, and only a 
5-20% chance of selling to a new customer.

Customers who have an emoAonal connecAon to a brand are
4 Tmes more likely to make a purchase.

The most loyal 10% of customers generate 50% of the revenue.

A 5% increase in customer retenAon can increase profits by 30%.

A 5% increase in customer loyalty can increase profits by 95% over the 
customer’s lifeAme.



BRAND ARCHITECTURE
How a single company structures its hierarchy of individual brands, subsidiary 
companies, products, and services under the main corporate umbrella or 
parent brand.

Types of Brand Architecture:

This is characterized by a strong, single master brand. Customers make choices 
based on brand loyalty.

EXAMPLES:

Google + Google Maps, Google Classroom, Google Ads, Google Play, YouTube, 
Gmail, Google Drive

FedEx + FedEx Office, FedEx Express, FedEx Ground, FedExTrade Networks, 
FedEx Freight

Virgin + Virgin Mobile, Virgin Voyages, Virgin Racing, Virgin Active, Virgin Casino

Monolithic Brand Architecture

Notes:

WHAT IS A BRAND
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This structure is characterized by a series of well-known consumer brands. The 
names of the parent may be either invisible or inconsequential to the consumer.

EXAMPLES:

Gillette (P&G)
Godiva Chocolatier (Yildiz Holdings)
Hellmann’s Mayonnaise (Unilever)
Kleenex (Kimberly Clark)
Elmers (Newell Brands)
Gerber (Nestle)

Pluralis(c Brand Architecture

Notes:

This is characterized by marketing synergy between the product or division and 
the parent. The product or division has a clearly defined market presence, and 
benefits from the association, endorsement, and visibility of the parent.

EXAMPLES:

iPad + Apple
Residence Inn + Marriott
Polo + Ralph Lauren
Oreo + Nabisco
Navy Seals + Navy
Kellogg + Corn Flakes
Honda + Accord

Endorsed Brand Architecture

iPad iTunes iCloud



What all these benefits create is more brand equity for your company and 
a strategic competitive advantage over the competition. Increasing your 
brand's equity will compound your returns and solidify your brand as an 
industry authority.

5 Grow Brand Equity

Notes:

5 Benefits of Brand Architecture:

Structuring a proper architecture within your business and across all your 
brands or products will allow you to target their individual needs. 

All of the products or brands within your organization may not be intended 
for the exact same demographic. Therefore, creating a sub brand within 
your main parent brand strategy provides you the benefit of marketing 
each or your individual offerings differently to various audiences.

1 Be;er Segment Your Audience

Building a brand architecture will allow you to run campaigns more 
efficiently. Plus, it creates opportunities to cross-promote between brands, 
making your marketing more effective as well.

2 Reduce MarkeDng Costs

Developing structure to your organization is similar to performing a brand 
refresh because through this process you will gain more clarity into your brand.

As your business matures, a modular and intuitive brand architecture makes it 
easier to add brands, products or services for future growth.

3 ArDculate Your PosiDon and Message

Each of the sub brands or products will pull equity from the main parent 
brand, while providing the parent brand the power of diversification by 
highlighting the unique strengths of its distinct sub-brands.

4 Increase Customer Experience and Awareness



Notes:
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Should the parent company always be visible in a secondary posi6on?

Do we change the name or build on exis6ng equity from the parent brand?

Does the posi6oning each individual brand, subsidiary company, product, or 
service require that we distance it from the parent?

Will co-branding confuse the customer?

Ac;on Ques;ons:

Which brand architecture is right for your business?

Monolithic

Endorsed

Pluralis6c

What are the benefits of leveraging the name of the parent company?

What is your parent company name?

What are some individual brands, subsidiary companies, products, or 
services that could be strutured into a new brand architecture?



THE POWER OF BRANDING
STAGE 1: MODULE 2
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“The primary func0on of brands is 
to reduce our anxiety in making 
choices. The more we sense we 
know about a product, the less 

anxious we feel”
Nicholas Ind



Notes:

7 Provens Returns From a Well Developed Brand

During the research phase of developing your brand strategy you will 
identify exactly which types of customers align with the products or 
services you offer. When you have a clearly defined target demographic 
you can effectively create messaging to the right customers.

Plus, those customers are more likely to become loyal brand advocates 
who will convince their friends and family to buy your products or services.

1 A:ract Be:er Customers

People are willing to pay more for a brand they suspect to be better and 
more valuable than the competition.

By differentiating yourself, branding gives you the power to position your 
brands worth above the competition. Therefore you can command a higher 
price and increase revenue.

2 Command a Premium Price

A well defined and positioned brand is easier to sell, because most of the 
hard work has already been done for the sales and marketing teams. 
Branding gives your employees the tools they need to confidently speak 
your brand's message, and close more sales.

The quality and superiority of your products or services have already been 
articulated through your brand strategy.

3 Close More Sales

THE POWER OF BRANDING
STAGE 1: Module 2



The perception of your brand is based upon the behavior of your 
customers. If your customers value your brand, and are willing to pay a 
premium price for your products or services, that will ultimately increase 
the value of the brand itself.

Therefore, when it comes time to sell the company, it’s the valuable brand 
asset that will determine your future success.

5 Increase the Value of Your Company

Once you’ve defined your brand purpose and targeted your ideal audience, 
you can precisely identify your optimal niche within the marketplace, and 
differentiate yourself from the competition. Brand authority enables you to 
become the industry leader, and beat out the competition.

6 Solidify Brand Authority

A rebrand not only attracts better customers, but also gets the attention of 
quality employees. People want to work for companies that stand for 
something or have similar values.

When you are authentic to your purpose, and are able to articulate your 
goals, it will be much easier to recruit and retain top talent.

7 A=ract Top Talent

A cohesive, and well-articulated brand increases the efficiency and 
effectiveness of all your marketing initiatives.

When you have a well defined and specific audience, it is much easier to 
develop highly relevant marketing campaigns, and target your most 
engaged customers.

Plus when you create your brand strategy, you will develop language and 
visual identity guidelines that can quickly and easily be integrated in all 
your marketing efforts.

4 Reduce MarkeCng Costs

Notes:



Use the scale below to measure the progress of your brand from the perspective of the 
customer. The goal is to get as many customers as possible to the top of the ladder.
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Notes:

SATISFACTION

DELIGHT

ENGAGEMENT

EMPOWERMENT

FAIRNESS
BEGINNING OF TRUST

WILLING TO REPURCHASE
SENSE OF CLOSURE

CONFIDENCE

SURPRISE
PEAK EXPERIENCE

SOCIAL RECOMMENDATIONS
EXCITEMENT

INCREASING TRUST

TRIBAL ENROLLMENT
CUSTOMER LOYALTY

AUTOMATIC REPURCHASE
EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT

SENSE OF BELONGING

PERSONAL GROWTH
EMOTIONAL SUPPORT
BUSINESS SUCCESS

SOCIAL STATUS
FULFILLMENT

BRAND COMMITMENT LADDER



WHEN TO START BRANDING
STAGE 1: MODULE 3
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“Products are created in a factory. 
Brands are created in the mind.”

Walter Landor



Notes:

Reasons To Start The Branding or
Rebranding Process

Your Name No Longer Reflects Your Brand Vision

You’re Launching a New Company or a New Product

You’ve Changed Your Business Name

You’re Revitalizing Your Brand or Visual IdenEty

You Have Merged With Another Company

You Need to Create an Integrated Brand Architecture

You’re Embarrassed of Your Website

You Look the Same as Your CompeEEon

Your Brand Has Lost Focus and is Confusing

Your Business Model Has Changed

You Have Outgrown Your Brand

You Need to Disassociate From a NegaEve Image

You Struggle to Raise Your Prices

You Want to Connect With a New Audience

You're Not AQracEng Top Talent For Your Team

WHEN TO START BRANDING
STAGE 1: Module 3
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WHY YOU NEED A BRAND TEAM
STAGE 2: MODULE 4
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“Branding is deliberate 
differen0a0on”

Debbie Millman



Notes:

Crea*ve Team Func*ons

WHY YOU NEED A BRAND TEAM
STAGE 2: Module 4
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1 2

3 4

5

Designing and 
Implemen*ng Your 

Visual Iden*ty

Aligning the Business 
to the Brand Vision

Brand Promo*on 
and Marke*ng

Build a Company 
Culture that 

Reflects the Brand

Protec*ng the Brand 
Iden*ty of the 
Organiza*on



CREATIVE TEAM
FUNCTIONS AND TALENTS

STAGE 2: MODULE 5
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“Branding is principally the process 
of a4aching a name and reputa7on 

to something or someone”
Jane Pavi)



CREATIVE TEAM FUNCTIONS AND TALENTS
STAGE 2: Module 5

Crea4ve and Design Team Checklist

Creative Directors are responsible for connecting creative leads with 
companies.

As part of the job, close collaborations with designers, copywriters, sales 
personnel and the marketing team is required to produce creative content 
for the products and services being sold.

Charged with heading advertising strategies, Creative Directors supervise 
team members and oversee projects, events and product launches.

In many small to medium companies the creative director also acts as the 
brand manager.

In this role they will act as the ultimate brand-keeper. They are the 
individuals who maintain brand consistency and ensure that the marketing 
goals are aligned with the brands strategy.

Crea4ve Director

Graphic Designers use two or three-dimensional art to create visual concepts.

They design logos and layout designs for print and digital media including 
websites, magazines, brochures, user interfaces, product labels, reports and 
advertisements.

They work with other professionals to incorporate typesetting, illustration, 
photography, and even programming, to ensure products display as intended.

Great Graphic Designers understand how to communicate brands visually 
and effectively.

Graphic Designer

Notes:



Web Developers are information technology professionals who design, 
develop, and maintain websites.

Web Developers use a variety of programming languages, including HTML, 
CSS, and JavaScript, to create websites from templates or from scratch.

Web Developers gather requirements from clients to determine what 
technologies should be used to build a website.

Using their strong technical skills, Web Developers work with Web 
Designers to determine the look and feel of a website.

In addition to having working knowledge of programming languages, your 
developers should possess experience developing with online content 
management systems like WordPress.

Web Developer

This is a very important position that needs to be responsibly held within a 
creative team environment.

You need to keep your design team focused on their vital functions and 
priorities, not managing projects.

Creative project managers plan and organize project budgets, timelines, 
the scope of work, and more.

They serve as the liaison between the creative team and the client to 
establish expectations, monitor project timelines, workloads, and project 
objectives to ensure that they all stay on track.

Crea-ve Project Manager

Notes:

A Web Designer’s primary job is to create attractive and functional websites.

They design each site’s layout and organize the information in a way that is 
visually pleasing and logical.

The skilled Web Designer uses a combination of technical knowledge and 
visual design techniques to create a website.

A well-designed and easy-to-use website draws people to the company’s 
online presence. 

Web Designer



Development Tools

Adobe Dreamweaver

Squarespace Site123Weebly

WixWordPress Shopify

Video Edi1ng Programs

Adobe Premiere Adobe Audi?onAdobe AAer Effects Adobe Media Encoder
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Notes:

Design Programs & Development Tools:

Design Programs

Adobe Photoshop

Adobe XD SketchAdobe Acrobat

Adobe InDesignAdobe Illustrator



LEADING A CREATIVE TEAM
STAGE 2: MODULE 6
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A brand for a company is like a 
reputa5on for a person. You 

earn reputa5on by trying to do 
hard things well. 

Jeff Bezos



Have the Right Leader in PlaceTIP #1

Implement the Right ProcessTIP #2

Create The Right EnvironmentTIP #3

Help Your Team Achieve Their DreamsTIP #4

Support CollaboraEon, Not CompeEEonTIP #5

Emphasise the Brand VisionTIP #6

Don’t Mix CreaEves With ExecuEvesTIP #7

LEADING A CREATIVE TEAM
STAGE 2: Module 6
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Notes:

7 Tips to Lead Your CreaEve Team 



WHAT IS A BRAND STRATEGY
STAGE 3: MODULE 7
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It takes 20 years to build a 
reputa3on and five minutes to 
ruin it. If you think about that, 

you’ll do things differently. 
Warren Buffe*



WHAT IS A BRAND STRATEGY
STAGE 3: Module 7

5 Warning Signs Your Business May be in Trouble

1 You don’t understand your purpose, vision, mission, or values. 
Therefore, your marketing and business decisions don’t reflect them.

Warning Number 1

2 You develop marketing campaigns and advertisements and just hope 
they will work. If you don’t have a plan, strategy, and guidelines in place, 
your marketing efforts could be a waste of time and money.

Warning Number 2

3 Your employees are disengaged, disinterested, and failing at their roles. 
A company needs a well thought out brand strategy to unify the team.

Warning Number 3

4 You don’t have cohesive brand messaging or visual identity. 
Therefore, your content is inconsistent and contradictory, leading 
to consumer confusion.

Warning Number 4

5 You can’t clearly articulate your brand. Without a well positioned 
and differentiated brand, you are unable to stand out in the 
crowded marketplace.

Warning Number 5

Notes:



Notes:

Principles of 
Branding

1: Defini7ve Mo7va7on

2: Targeted Audience

3: Compe77ve Awareness

4: Strategic Messaging

5: Engaging Iden7ty

6: Consistent Implementa7on

7: Asset Management



Who are you?
Why do you exist?
Why are you doing this?
What is your vision?
What is your mission?
What are your values?
What problem are you solving?
What are your goals?
What are you willing to do to achieve your goals?

1 Defini've Mo'va'on

Who is your target audience?
Who is your ideal customer?
What are their beliefs?
What is important to them?
What are their goals?
What are their pain points?
What drives their buying decisions?
What might make them hesitant to use your product/service?

2 Targeted Audience

Who are your competitors?
How are you different?
How are you better than them?
How are they better than you?
What will you do that they won’t or can’t?
What is their purpose?
What is their brand’s look and feel?
What are their values?
Who is their customer?
How do they talk about their customers?
How do the acquire their customers?
What are their marketing channels?
What is their revenue?
What are their strengths?
What are their weaknesses?
What are their similarities?
What are their differences?

3 Compe''ve Awareness

The 7 Principles of Branding
Notes:



What is your brand narrative.
What is your brand name?
What is your brand voice?
What is your brand personality?
What is your tagline?
What is your unique selling proposition?
What is your value proposition?
How do you want people to feel when they interact with your brand?
What adjectives describe your brand?
Who do you NOT want to be?

4 Strategic Messaging

The Importance of Great Design.
What Is Visual Identity.
How to design a logo.
How to choose your brand colors.
How to choose your brand typography.
How to design consistent images and graphics.
How to create brand guidelines.

5 Engaging Iden2ty

What are brand touchpoints.
How to write a creative brief.
Design, development, and content resources.
The difference between print and digital design.
How to design and build a website.

6 Consistent Implementa2on

Managing your brand assets and guidelines
Revisiting, reviewing, analyzing, and updating your brand. 
Staying relevent in the competitive marketplace.

7 Asset Management

Notes:
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MAINTAINING POSITIVE
BRAND STATUS

STAGE 3: MODULE 8
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If you don’t give the market the 
story to talk about, they’ll define 

your brand’s story for you. 
David Brier



MAINTAINING POSITIVE BRAND STATUS
STAGE 3: Module 8

7 Reasons Why Brands Fail

Notes:

This is one of the top reasons why most brands fail.

Simply put, don’t try to be everything to everyone.

I know it's tempting to try and capture all the potential customers in 
the marketplace.

But as I’ve mentioned before, you need to find your niche, your 
audience, and differentiate yourself from the competition.

Know who you are, know what you do best, know who you serve, and 
present your brand in that way.

1 Not Being AuthenDc

One of the main goals in developing your brand, is to earn the trust of the 
consumer and create loyalty.

In doing so, you are making a promise to the customer. If you break that 
promise, and don’t make good on your word, you are destined to fail.

2 Breaking Your Promise



Your brand starts from within your company.

It is critical that everyone in your organization, from part time interns, to upper 
management, are all inspired by your brand and uphold the core values.

Building an internal company culture of enthusiastic brand advocates will 
spread through their work, and then to the consumer.

5 Misaligned Company Culture

Remember earlier when I described the different types of brand 
architecture, and how beneficial it can be to increasing your brand equity?

Well, as valuable as brand architecture can be, it can also confuse the 
consumer if it’s not structured properly.

If the hierarchy no longer makes sense, you could be wasting marketing 
dollars by targeting the wrong audience, with the wrong message.

Brand architecture should maximize your marketing efforts by providing 
powerful cross-promotion between your sub-brands.

6 Confusing Brand Architecture

Notes:

I’ve talked a lot about differentiating your brand from the competition, and 
how important it is to maintaining longevity.

Many brands disappear and become irrelevant because they get lost in the 
competitive landscape. 

They simply play it safe and don’t push the boundaries of uniqueness.

Your brand is your ultimate competitive advantage. So define what makes 
you different, and boldly and consistently announce it to the world.

4 Lacking DifferenAaAon

While developing your brand, you will spend a lot of time and energy finding 
and understanding your target audience.

Your brand exists in the minds of your customers.

So to stay relevant, you must constantly be connected with your customers 
and be aware of their ever-changing needs, motivations, and perceptions.

3 Losing ConnecAon With The Customer



Keep your brand promise, be authentic, stay relevant and 
compelling. Position yourself properly in the market. Your brand 
should be either better, different, or cheaper.

Build an internal brand culture that rewards collaboration and 
challenges the weaknesses of the brand, before the competition 
sees them. Maintain a positive customer experience and 
overdeliver on your promise.

Maintain simple, clear, and consistent brand messaging in all your 
marketing and advertising campaigns. 

Stay ahead of the competition and the consumer. Be fresh and 
innovative with your marketing and products. Act as if you know 
what the customer needs before they do.

Know when to stop or make a drastic change. If something is not 
connecting with your audience, don’t force the issue. It’s the brands 
that take the offensive approach, that are able to quickly pivot and 
capitalize on new opportunities.

Maintaining Posi+ve Brand Status Checklist

Notes:
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Just because your brand is successful today, unfortunately it doesn't mean 
it will be tomorrow.

The marketplace waits for no one. You have to constantly be on top of 
current trends and consumer preferences.

If you are complacent, your brand will quickly become irrelevant.

7 Remaining Stagnant



AUDITING YOUR BRAND
STAGE 3: MODULE 9
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“Research is to see what everybody 
else has seen, and to think what 

nobody else has thought”
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi



AUDITING YOUR BRAND
STAGE 3: Module 9

8 Benefits of a Brand Audit

Notes:

By completing a brand audit, you will dive deep into all aspects of your 
business and brand. This will provide you with extremely valuable data 
and metrics about the health of your brand. If you have not focused on 
your brand's performance in some time, you may be surprised by some of 
the positives and negatives it will reveal.

1 Analyze the Performance of Your Brand

Do you know where your brand is working, and where it is failing? 
Chances are you’ve been so caught up in the normal day-to-day 
responsibilities of running the business, that you just cross your fingers 
and hope what you’re doing is leading you towards your vision. By 
completing a thorough audit of your brand, you will uncover weaknesses 
that should be immediately revised, or killed completely. You will also 
discover where your biggest strengths lie, so you can then double down on 
those to increase brand equity.

2 Discover Your Strengths and Weaknesses

Increasing brand equity is all about how well you communicate your 
brand's value with the consumer. If it’s been a while since you’ve analyzed 
your target demographic, a brand audit will reveal changes in the 
expectations and perceptions of your customers. With this new found 
information, you can successfully update your messaging to engage with 
your target demographic.

3 Align With the ExpectaMons of Your Customers



An audit of your brand will obviously show you how your current products 
or services are performing. But it may also open your eyes to new 
opportunities that were previously unavailable to you. Oftentimes, we are 
too close to our own trees and tend to work in a silo. This may cause you 
to miss some incredible opportunities to introduce a new product or 
service, and expand your business to a new audience or market.

5 Find New Opportuni0es

While completing your brand audit you will not only be analyzing your 
brands performance and metrics, but also how it looks. Your brand's visual 
identity is usually the first representation of your business to the consumer. 
Perhaps your logo has become outdated, or your color palette is triggering 
the wrong emotions. Or maybe the original typography you chose for your 
brand does not work well in digital format. Whatever the case may be, a 
brand audit will uncover these visual mistakes and provide you the 
opportunity to fix them now before it’s too late.

6 Update Your Visual Iden0ty

Your brand starts within your organization. The employees that walk your 
hallways are your best brand advocates, and should live and breathe the 
brand. After all, they are the individuals who are connecting with your 
customers. If you have not consistently articulated the brand internally, 
then they may have become disengaged with your brand, or even worse, 
confused about the brand purpose, values, mission, and vision. A brand 
audit allows you to re-engage your employees, and ignite a fire that will 
push your team to better performance.

7 Re-engage Your Employees

Have you met the original goals you set for your business? If so, 
congratulations! But why stop there? A brand audit, combined with a brand 
refresh, provides you with the opportunity to reach higher, to go further, to 
make a greater impact. Don’t hold back, you’ve already proven you can 
accomplish what you set your brand vision towards, so now take it further. 

8 Establish New Goals and Expand Your Brand's Vision

Notes:

Proper positioning of your brand is critical to the performance and success 
of your business. How you were positioned just a few years ago may not 
be the best place for your business now. Especially if new competition has 
entered into your category. When you review the competitive landscape 
with fresh eyes, you may uncover some small changes that you can easily 
implement, and position your brand for greater growth.

4 Re-evaluate Your Posi0on in the Marketplace



Notes:

Internal Brand Audit Ques3ons

What is your current Brand Purpose?

What is your current Brand Vision?

What is your current Brand Mission?

What are your current Brand Values?

Descibe your current Company Culture?

Rate you current Employee Engagement?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Answer the following questions to the best of your ability. If you don’t know how to answer 
any of the questions at this time, leave them blank for now. You will learn how to define 
each of the questions later.

10 = Highly Engaged - 1 = Highly Unengaged



Notes:

External Brand Audit Ques4ons

What is your current Brand Tagline?

What is your current Unique Selling Proposi:on?

What is your current Value Proposi:on?

What is your current Brand Voice, or communica:on style?

Who is your Audience?

Who is your Compe::on?

Which are your current Social Media Channels

Answer the following questions to the best of your ability. If you don’t know how to answer 
any of the questions at this time, leave them blank for now. You will learn how to define 
each of the questions later.

Facebook

TwiEer

Instagram

YouTube

LinkedIn

Pinterest

Snapchat

TikTok

WhatsApp

Messenger

WeChat

Tumblr

Reddit

Telegram

Other



Notes:

Visual Brand Iden2ty Checklist
Which of the following brand identity elements do you currently have implemented  

Logo

Brand Specific Colors

Brand Specific Typography (fonts)

Brand Specific Imagery

Brand Specific Illustra=on

Brand Specific Data Visualiza=on

Brand Specific Video / Mo=on Graphics

Brand Personality Assessment
Use the scale below to chart your brands personality. Place an X at each point that 
best represents your brand.

012345 1 2 3 4 5
Tradi2onal Progressive

Exclusive Accessible

Corporate Friendly

Serious Fun/Playful

Understated Bold

Simple Complex

City/Urban Natural

Familiar Disrup2ve

Steady Dynamic

Realis2c Idealis2c



Do your brand colors accurately reflect your brand’s personality?

Do you have well defined and executed brand specific fonts?

Are your brand fonts available on both print and digital (web) format?

Do you like your brand fonts? 

Do your brand fonts accurately reflect your brand’s personality?

Do you have a font hierarchy in place?

Do you have a consistent style to your brand imagery and illustraAon?

Do you have visual brand guidelines that your creaAve team consistently uses? 

List your brand fonts: (if applicable)

Notes:

Do you like your current logo?

Does your logo support your brand's purpose?

Does your logo effecAvely communicate to your audience?

Is your logo on-brand? Does it uAlize your brand colors, fonts, and personality?

Is your logo legible in all sizes?

Does your logo work well in both color and all black?

Do you have well defined and executed brand specific colors?

Do you know the HEX, CMYC, and PMS values of your brand colors?

Do you like your brand colors?

Visual Brand Iden2ty Audit Ques2ons
Answer the following questions to the best of your ability. If you don’t know how to answer 
any of the questions at this time, leave them blank for now. You will learn how to define 
each of the questions later.

YES NO



Notes:

Websites

Newsle*ers

Business forms

Signage

Packaging

Exhibits

Proposals

Emails

Voicemails

Publica>ons

Apps

Le*erheads

Business cards

Billboards

Vehicles

Products

Speeches

Presenta>ons

Video

Mobile

Word of mouth

Trade shows

Direct mail

Public rela>ons

Podcasts

Social networks

Sales promo>ons

Adver>sements

Which brand touchpoints are currently part of your brand strategy?

List any other brand touchpoints that are part of your brand strategy: (if applicable)

Which brand touchpoints would you like to add to your brand strategy?

Do ALL your brand’s customer touchpoints follow brand guidelines?

Do you regularly audit ALL your brand touchpoints for effec?veness?

Can you list your 5 most effec?ve brand touchpoints?

Do you have mul?ple departments working on different touchpoints?

Do you have mul?ple departments working on different touchpoints?

Do you have a process to monitor brand consistency across ALL touchpoints?

Do you periodically ask your customers their opinions about your touchpoints?

YES NO

List your top 5 brand touchpoints: (if applicable)

Customer Experience Touchpoints
Touchpoints are places where a brand can communicate to the consumers. Touchpoints allow 
customers to have experiences every time they “touch’ any part of the product, service, or 
organization, across multiple channels and various points in time.

Examples: Websites, Social Media, Signage, Emails, Business Cards …



Notes:

SWOT Analysis
A SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis is a techniques used to 
evaluate any product or service. The objective is to define the objective and determine what 
factors are positive and negative to achieving the objective. This practice will help clarify a 
brand’s unique selling proposition and identify existing threats

STRENGTHS: Characteris3cs of the brand that give it an advantage over others.

WEAKNESSES: Characteris3cs that place a brand at a disadvantage rela3ve to others.

OPPORTUNITIES: Elements that the brand could exploit to its advantage.

THREATS: Elements in the retail environment that could cause trouble for the brand.
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Notes:

Brand / Rebrand Ques2onnaire
Examine the current state of your branding to identify how you'd like to change going forward.

Current Core Iden2ty:

Organiza(on Name

What does your business do?

Why was your company created?

Descibe your products or services:

What are your three most important goals?

How is your brand currently perceived?

How do you want to be perceived?

Why do your customers choose your products and services?



Notes:

How does your brand fit into the landscape?

How do you differen7ate your brand?

How has your brand changed over 7me?

What do you do be<er that anyone else?

Who is the compe7tor that you admire most?

How do you market your products and services?

What are the major trends and changes that affect your industry?

What are the poten7al barriers to the success of your business?



Notes:

Current Visual Iden2ty:

What does your current visual iden2ty look like? Descibe it’s style:

What does your current visual iden2ty communicate?

How does your current visual iden2ty align or misalign with your values?

What do you NOT like about your current visual iden2ty?

How has your visual iden2ty changed over 2me?

What do you like and dislike about your curent logo?

Where will your logo be used?

Where do you see your business in 5-10 years?



Notes:

What personality traits would you like your logo to represents?

Which type of logo are you drawn to?

Wordmark Le9ermark Pictorial Mark Combina>on Mark

Emblem Mark Abstract Mark Mascot Mark

Current Verbal Iden2ty:

What differen>ates you in your messaging?

What is your current tagline?

If you were to redesign your logo, what would you change?



Notes:

What is your current brand personality?

What is your current brand voice/tone?

Where do you speak to your customers most o8en?

What is your current Unique Selling Proposi>on?

What is your current value proposi>on?



Customer to Company Rela0onship Assessment

CUSTOMERS COMPANY

Complete the table below to determine how well your current company is communicating 
to your customers.

IDENTITY
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“A brand isn’t what YOU say it is, 
it’s what THEY say it is.” 

Marty Neumeir



Notes:

BRAND PURPOSE
STAGE 4: Module 10

WHAT THE 
WORLD NEEDS

WHAT YOU ARE 
GOOD AT

WHAT YOU ARE 
PASSIONATE ABOUT

BRAND
PURPOSE

pur·pose
/ˈpərpəs/
the reason for which something is done or created or for which 
something exists.

BRAND
PURPOSE PURPOSE



Why do you exist?

What problem does your business/product/service solve?

Why is solving this problem important to you?

What will your business be?

What should your business be?

Who is your customer?

What is the value to the customer?

Notes:

Brand Purpose Ques1onnaire
Define your business, what do you do?



What makes your employees passionate about their work?

What are the ideas that drive your company?

What are you doing that’s different from what everyone else is doing?

What do you need to be successful?

What's holding you back?

What can you be best in the world at?

Is this actually useful?

Notes:

What excites your customer?



What do you value most?

What are you passionate about?

What difference can you make?

© BRAND IDENTIFIED, All rights reserved.
The contents, or parts thereof, may not be reproduced in any form.
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Notes:

Is there an easier way?
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“Brand is just a percep0on, and 
percep0on will match reality 

over 0me.” 
Elon Musk



Notes:

BRAND VISION
STAGE 4: Module 11

8 Reasons You Need a Brand Vision

vi·sion
/ˈviZHən/
the ability to think about or plan the future with 
imagina7on or wisdom.

BRAND
VISION VISION

You will have a clear picture of what your business will look like in the 
future. It’s almost like looking into a crystal ball, and knowing where you 
will end up. By creating your vision, and acting on it, you can basically 
predict your future.

1 Predict

When you have a clear vision of the future, it will help clarify the 
business decisions you will need to make to keep the organization 
moving in that direction.

2 Focus

A well articulated and repeated brand vision will give your employees a 
greater sense of purpose. They will be motivated to create their best work. 
It will keep the team focused and aligned with the shared goals.

3 Mo?vate

In addition to inspiring your current employees, a well crafted brand vision 
will also attract like-minded top talented professionals towards your brand.4 ABract



Notes:

If a potential new opportunity presents itself, your brand vision will 
assist you in determining whether or not it's a good or bad fit for 
your organization.

6 Filter

Your brand vision will also help differentiate yourself from the competition, 
by uncovering hidden value that may get overlooked.7 Clarify

Your brand vision will create consistency across all your consumer 
touchpoints, and align your marketing campaigns and communications.8 Align

Brand Vision Ques;onnaire
What should your business be?

What future do you want to create?

What does your future look like?

What would make your business successful?

Your brand vision will act as a filter to weed out those workers in your 
organization who are not expressing a positive attitude, or living up to 
the brand standards.

5 Eliminate



Notes:

What are you willing to do to achieve success?

What are you NOT willing to achieve success?

How will you measure success?

In 5 to 10 years from now, what will success look like for your business?

In 5 to 10 years from now, how will your company make the world a 
beCer place?

In 5 to 10 years from now, what is the posiDve impact your products or 
services will have on your customers?

In 5 to 10 years from now, will the people who work in your organizaDon 
sDll be there, and feel like they are making an impact?

What is holding you back?



Brand Vision Plan

Notes:

QUESTION NOW 10 YEARS FROM NOW

Why do you exist?

What are you known for?

What will your company 
never do?

Who is your customer?

What are your goals?

What services/products do 
you provide your customers?

How do you make your 
customers lives be=er?

What is the culture of your 
organiza?on?

Why will individuals want to 
become part of your 
community?

Why will people want to 
work for your company?



Inspiring Brand Vision Examples

NASA: “Advancing man’s capability to explore the heavens.”

Core Foods: “To live in a healthy, honest and suppor>ve world.”

Hilton: “To fill the earth with the light and warmth of hospitality.”

Tesla: “Driving the world’s transi>on to electric vehicles.”

Unilever: “To make sustainable living commonplace.”

Google: “To provide access to the world’s informa>on in one click.”

Intel: “To bring smart, connected devices to every person on earth.”

Microso@: “To help individuals and businesses realize their full poten>al.”

The Nature Conservancy: “To leave a sustainable world for future genera>ons.”

Oceana: “To make our oceans as rich, healthy and abundant as they once were.”

Charles Schwab: “Helping investors help themselves.”

Alzheimer's AssociaIon: “A world without Alzheimer's disease.”

LinkedIn: “Create economic opportunity for every member of the global workforce.”

Southwest: “To be the world's most loved, most efficient, and most profitable airline.”

Starbucks: “To be the premier purveyor of the finest coffee in the world.”

Nike: “To bring inspira>on and innova>on to every athlete in the world.”

Visa: “To be the best way to pay and be paid, for everyone, everywhere.”

Walmart: “Be the des>na>on for customers to save money, no maKer how they want to shop.”

McDonalds: “To be the world’s best quick service restaurant experience.”

Disney: “To be the world’s leading producer and provider of entertainment and informa>on.”

Brand Vision Template

To (provide, give, create, make, etc…) a (healthy, happy, 
producIve, safe, etc…) (world, place, dream, reality, existence, 

etc…) for (the group of people you want to help).

Notes:
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Notes:

What Your Brand Vision is NOT

Your vision should not be about monetary gain. It should be about the 
amount of impact your business will achieve.

Your vision is not all about you. It should focus on the people your 
organiza;on is helping.

Your vision should not describe what your business does. Rather it should 
explain the reason your business exists.

Your vision should not be unrealis;c. It needs to be audacious, and 
challenging, but also op;mis;c and a?ainable.



BRAND MISSION
STAGE 4: MODULE 12
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“If people believe they share 
values with a company, they will 

stay loyal to the brand.”
Howard Schultz



MISSION VISION
VS Descrip(ve statement of 

your company's goals and 
it’s ideal future.

Ac(on statement that your 
company can follow to make 

your vision a reality.

Notes:

BRAND MSSION
STAGE 4: Module 12

mis·sion
/ˈmiSHən/
a strongly felt aim, ambi6on, or calling.

6 Reasons Your Brand Mission Will Help You 
Achieve Your Vision

Your mission statement will connect with a certain demographic who are 
searching for what you do. This will help define your target audience.1 Connect

Your mission statement will become the hub of your business. Everything 
you say and do will tie into this central focal point.2 Focus

BRAND
MISSION MISSION



Your Mission statement will be a call to action that your employees can 
follow when making decisions and representing the organization.5 Direct

Your Mission Statement will help express the value of your brand to 
potential partners or investors.6 Valaidate

Notes:

Brand Mission Ques7onnaire

What are you here to do?

How will you create that future?

How does your business add value to the consumer?

How do you intend for your business to posi9vely impact the world?

When you need to quickly and easily articulate what your business 
does to a new audience, your mission statement will serve as the 
perfect elevator pitch.

3 Ar7culate

Similar to your Brand Vision, your Mission statement will act as a filter 
to determine if new projects are inline, and a good fit with your 
business strategy.

4 Filter



Can you quickly and easily ar1culate what your business does?

Inspiring Brand Mission Examples

Spo4fy: “To unlock the poten/al of human crea/vity — by giving a million crea/ve ar/sts the 
opportunity to live off their art and billions of fans the opportunity to enjoy and be inspired by it.”

Tesla: “To accelerate the advent of sustainable transport by bringing compelling mass market electric 
cars to market as soon as possible.”

TED: “Spread ideas.”

Airbnb: “To create a world where anyone can belong anywhere, providing healthy travel that is local, 
authen/c, diverse, inclusive and sustainable.”

Starbucks: “To inspire and nurture the human spirit — one person, one cup and one neighbourhood at a 
/me.”

Microso?: “To empower every person and every organisa/on on the planet to achieve more.”

Kickstarter: “To help bring crea/ve projects to life.”

Squarespace: “Empowers people with crea/ve ideas to succeed.”

The American Red Cross: “Prevents and alleviates human suffering in the face of emergencies by 
mobilising the power of volunteers and the generosity of donors.”

TwiFer: “To give everyone the power to create and share ideas and informa/on instantly, without 
barriers.”

Patagonia: “Build the best product, cause no unnecessary harm, use business to inspire and implement 
solu/ons to the environmental crisis.”

American Express: “We work hard every day to make American Express the world's most respected 
service brand.”

Honest Tea: “To create and promote great-tas/ng, healthy, organic beverages.”

JetBlue: “To inspire humanity – both in the air and on the ground.”

Nordstrom: “To give customers the most compelling shopping experience possible.”

Notes:

Can everyone within the organiza1on understand your mission?

Are your business goals and vision a<ainable and realis1c?



Brand Mission Template

[What you do] by [How you do it] for [Who you do it for]
to [What value you provide]

What you do:

How you do it:

Who you do it for:

What value you provide:

© BRAND IDENTIFIED, All rights reserved.
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“Your brand serves as your best 
protec2on against factors you 

can’t control.”
Dan Schawbel



Notes:

BRAND VALUES
STAGE 4: Module 13

value
[ˈvalyo͞ o]
a person's principles or standards of behavior; one's 
judgment of what is important in life.

7 Benefits of Establishing Core Brand Values

BRAND
VALUES VALUES

Brand values will help make decisions that align with your brand's mission.
Benefit 1

Brand values help to remain true to your brand values and will increase 
employee engagement.

Benefit 2

Brand values make your brand more memorable.
Benefit 3

Brand values will create deep emotional connections with your audience.
Benefit 4

Brand values will maintain brand authenticity.
Benefit 5

Brand values will guide everyone on your team and maintain consistency.
Benefit 6

Brand values will inspire brand loyalty.
Benefit 7



8 Steps to Discover Your Brand Values

Make a list of brands that you admire for inspiration, within and outside of 
your industry. What are the qualities of these brands that resonate with 
you, and want to demonstrate yourself? Focus on those qualities that you 
can follow in your business.

1 Get Inspired

Gather your team for a brain dump. Create lists of words and short 
phrases that describe the values that are important to you. Ask your team 
questions like: “What do we value most as a company?” “What does our 
company stand for?”. Think about reasons why your target audience would 
choose you over the competition. We’re not looking for refined quality at 
this point, just ideas that lead to other ideas. Be sure to come with an open 
mind, and let go of any preconceived notions you have about the 
organization. Use action words that your employees can live by. Aim to list 
at least 20 words or phrases.

2 Ini:ate a Brainstorming Session

Take your list of 20 or so words and cut out the noise. You want to create 
the most impact you can, so get rid of the words that dilute your message. 
Your final list should include values that describe what you stand for, and 
are actively doing in your business now. This should not be your brand 
vision, or what you want to become.

3 Trim Your List

Take your final list or words and combine them into a few phrases or 
sentences. Use Short, impactful phrases that are easy to recall and trigger 
a response. Be sure to differentiate yourself from the competition. Your 
brand values should not describe every other business in your industry.

4 Expand to Phrases

Think of negative situations you've experienced with other brands before, 
specifically those of the competition. How did those experiences make you 
feel? And what can your company do that will ensure that you do not 
create the same experience for the customer?

5 Reflect on Nega:ve Experiences

Do a final audit of your phrases and craft the perfect set of brand values. 
Align them with what you are already doing. Ask yourself why you are 
doing them and why they are important.

6 Align with How You Demonstrate These Values

Notes:



Brand Values Inspira/on List

Abundance
Acceptance
Accessibility
Accountability
Accuracy
Ac1veness
Adaptability
Adventure
Affec1on
Ambi1on
Apprecia1on
Approachability
A6en1on to detail
Balance
Beauty
Belonging
Bravery
Capability
Care
Change
Charity
Clarity
Cleanliness
Collabora1on
Comfort
Commitment
Communica1on
Compassion
Confidence
Connec1on
Consistency
Control
Coopera1on
Courage
Cra=iness
Cra=smanship
Crea1vity
Credibility
Curiosity
Customer sa1sfac1on
Customer-centric
Daring
Dedica1on
Dependability
Determina1on
Devo1on
Dignity
Diligence
Directness
Discipline

Discovery
Discre1on
Diversity
Dreams
Drive
Duty
Eagerness
Ease of use
Economy
Educa1on
Effec1veness
Elegance
Empathy
Empowering
Energy
Engagement
Enjoyment
Entertainment
Enthusiasm
Entrepreneurship
Environment
Equality
Evolu1on
Excellence
Excitement
Exhilara1on
Exper1se
Explora1on
Fairness
Faith
Family
Fame
Fascina1on
Fearlessness
Firmness
Fitness
Flexibility
Focus
Freedom
Freshness
Friendship
Fun
Generosity
Genius
Genuineness
Goodwill
Gra1tude
Growth
Guidance
Happiness

Hard work
Harmony
Health
Heart
Heroism
History
Honesty
Honour
Hope
Humility
Humor
Imagina1on
Impact
Individuality
Innova1on
Insight
Inspira1on
Integrity
Intelligence
In1macy
Intui1on
Joy
Jus1ce
Kindness
Knowledge
Leadership
Learning
Liveliness
Logic
Longevity
Love
Loyalty
Mastery
Mindfulness
Mo1va1on
Neatness
Op1mism
Organisa1on
Originality
Partnership
Passion
Pa1ence
Peace
Percep1on
Performance
Persistence
Personal development
Playfulness
Poise
Polish

Popularity
Posi1vity
Poten1al
Power
Precision
Pride
Privacy
Produc1vity
Professionalism
Progress
Purity
Quality
Recogni1on
Reflec1on
Rela1onships
Reliability
Resilience
Resourcefulness
Respect
Responsibility
Safety
Sa1sfac1on
Security
Sharing
Simplicity
Sincerity
Skill
Speed
Spontaneity
Stability
Strength
Success
Support
Sustainability
Talent
Teamwork
ThoughVulness
Tolerance
Trust
Truth
Understanding
Uniqueness
Unity
Value
Variety
Virtue
Vision
Warmth
Welcoming
Wonder

Notes:

Circle about 20 words that are most important to your business. Use the 
space to the right to include any additioanl words that are not in the list.



Build Your Brand Values

Notes:

Take your final list or words and combine them into a few phrases or sentences. Use Short, impac<ul 
phrases that are easy to recall and trigger a response. Be sure to differen@ate yourself from the 
compe@@on. Your brand values should not describe every other business in your industry.

Take your list of 20 or so words and cut out the noise. You want to create the most impact you can, 
so get rid of the words that dilute your message. Your final list should include values that describe 
what you stand for and are ac@vely doing in your business now. 

List the top 20 words that are most important to your business

STEP 1: Most Important Words

STEP 2: Narrow Your List

STEP 3: Expand to Phrases



Notes:



5 Ways to Share Your Brand Values

Your story will become a very powerful tool in your brand strategy. 
Including your core values in your narrative will enhance that consumer 
connection that is critical to the success of your business.

1 Weave Them Into Your Story

Your website will most likely be the first place a potential customer visits to 
learn more about your brand. Be sure to include your values in your page 
copy, product info, or your about page.

2 Place Them on Your Website

Use beautiful and bright photos of your employees, and spotlight how they 
demonstrate your core values. Customers are desperately searching to form 
human connections with brands, and your team is the face of your brand

3 Showcase Your Team

The consumer wants a brand they can trust. As I mentioned earlier, be open 
and honest about your core values. Wherever and whenever you have the 
opportunity to express them, do so without hesitation.

4 Be Transparent

Later in stage 6 of this training, you will develop your brand voice and 
messaging. This will provide the perfect opportunity for you to introduce your 
brand values into how you speak to your audience.

5 Refine Your Message

© BRAND IDENTIFIED, All rights reserved.
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TARGETING YOUR AUDIENCE
STAGE 5: MODULE 14
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“If people like you they will listen 
to you, but if they trust you, 

they’ll do business with you.”
Zig Ziglar



Notes:

TARGETING YOUR AUDIENCE
STAGE 5: Module 14

4 Benefits to Defining Your Audience

Create more effective ads by targeting only those individuals, or groups, who 
are searching for your product or service.

Benefit 1

Set the tone for your marketing messaging, and speak directly to your customers. 
Learn where your customer hang out, both online and offline, so you know where 
you’ll need to go to prospect new leads.

Benefit 2

Spend less money marketing to a smaller refined group.

Benefit 3

Remain true to your core values by finding the people who share your beliefs.

Benefit 4

A target audience is defined by a specific group of consumers with 
similar traits such as age, gender, educa9on, purchasing power, social 
class, loca9on, goals, interests, consump9on habits, and problems.



Iden%fy Your Target Audience
Identify your audience to understand how your brand can speak to them and solve their unique problems and concerns.

Provide a unique name for 
each persona.

Business professional, business 
casual, casual, etc.

Which websites and news 
outlets do they visit? 

What vehicle type do they own?

High school, trade school, 
college, etc.

PERSONA 1 PERSONA 2 PERSONA 3

Name

Age

Gender

Rela-onship Status

Loca-on

Occupa-on

Income

Homeowner or Renter

Number of Children

Educa-on

Transpora-on

Clothing Style

Favorite Drink

Favorite Music

Favorite TV Shows

Favorite Movies

Favorite Books

Interests & Hobbies

Websites & News



Facebook, Instagram, 
Linkedin, etc.

What obstacles and 
challenges to they face?

What are they searching 
for? How do they want to be 
perceived?

Social Media

Pain Points

What do they hate?

How would they hear 
about your brand?

How do they think your 
product or service will 
solve their problems?

What might make them 
hesitant to use your 
product or service?

Wants & Needs



Consumer Characteriza0on

Cross Cultural Consumer Characterization by Young and Rubicam

Predominantly an older demographic. They have built up 
their value system over time, making them rigid, strict and 
authoritarian. Personally oriented to the past, they value 
survival, respect institutions and play traditional roles 
within society.

Brands centered on 
safety, economy, 
familiarity and expert 
opinion.

Nostalgia focusing on 
simple messages.

10%

8%

30%

13%

16%

9%

14%

Living in the moment with little consideration of the future. 
With often limited resources and capabilities they are often 
perceived as disorganized and aimless. Relying on their 
physical skills they find achievement difficult, and are often 
alienated from mainstream society.

Brands offering 
sensation and escape.

Visual impact.

Tend to be conventional, conformist, passive and risk-
averse, living in the everyday world of domesticity. They 
focus their choices on the family rather than the individual. 
Represent the majority view.

Well-known and value 
oriented brands.

Emotionally warm, 
secure and reassuring.

Tend to be younger, materialistic and acquisitive. 
Concerned with status, material possessions, appearance, 
image and fashion, they are driven by others’ perception 
of them rather than their own values.

Trendy, fun and unique 
brands.

Status.

Self-confident and accomplished, they are organized and 
in control. They have a strong work ethic, and tend to 
occupy positions of responsibility in society. Goals and 
leadership are high on their agenda. They will seek out the 
best as they believe they deserve it.

Brands offering prestige 
and reward and brands 
that promise to pamper 
and relax.

Evidence the support 
brand claims.

Characterized by a desire to challenge themselves and 
find new frontiers. Driven by a need to discover. Young at 
heart, they are often the first to try out new ideas and 
experiences.

Brands offering new 
sensations, indulgence 
and instant effects.

Difference and 
discovery.

Focused on enlightenment, personal growth and freedom 
of thought. Intellectually driven, they pride themselves on 
their social awareness and tolerance.

Brands offering 
authenticity and 
harmony.

Concepts and ideas.

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION BRAND CHOICE COMMUNICATION %

The Resigned

The Struggler

The Mainstreamer

The Aspirer

The Succeeder

The Explorer

The Reformer



10 Ways to Connect With Your Target Audience

The first step is to collect some basic information about the people who 
your products or services are intended for.

Whether you are just starting product development, or you’ve been in a 
business a while, you should have a decent idea of who that is.

Look for demographics like their Age, Gender, Location, and Income.

Your warm audience are the customers who have already purchased from 
you. These people should be included in your target audience because 
they are more likely to buy from you again.

Also, pay close attention to who is purchasing your competitors' products.

1 Discover Who They Are

People are constantly searching for and consuming information, both online 
and offline. This could be on social media, youtube channels, facebook 
groups, blogs, local organizations, public gatherings, festivals, etc. 

Once you have located your audience, communicate to them in their 
language, so they know you are part of their tribe.

2 Find Out Where They Are

Now that you know who your people are, and where to find them, start 
investigating their wants, needs, goals, and desires. When you know 
what your customer wants it will make prospecting and marketing to 
them much easier.

3 Determine Their Needs and Desires

In addition to learning what your audience needs, you’ll also want to 
determine their problems and daily pain points. Put yourself in their 
shoes. If your product solves these problems, then they are your 
target demographic.

4 Solve Their Problems 

You not only want to learn what your audience loves, but also what they 
hate. This is powerful information. If you know what your potential 
customer considers negative, then you have a better chance of captivating 
them, and gaining their approval.

5 Consider Their NegaEve Experiences

Notes:



The reputation of your brand is one of the most important factors in 
building brand equity, and retaining loyal customers. No one purchases a 
product or service from a company they don’t know or trust. To gain the 
trust of your audience, be sure you are always keeping your promise to the 
consumer, be authentic, and never waver from your core values.

6 Gain Their Trust

7 Use Social Media7 Use Social Media

Talk to your customers and gather data about their experience with your 
brand. Encourage them to be open and honest. When your customers feel 
like their opinion matters, and you are willing to do whatever it takes to 
make them happy, you will form a lasting emotional connection with them.

8 Speak to Them O;en and Ask Ques>ons

Successful marketing campaigns are not created based on what you think. 
They become successful when they are built around the particular wants 
and desires of your target audience. Don’t assume you know what they 
need, or what their problems are. Take all the data you have gathered, 
and use it.

9 Don’t Make Assump>ons

Finding your target audience is not a one time thing. The marketplace is 
constantly changing, trends come and go, and peoples opinions and 
perceptions are always evolving. It’s inevitable that you will need to refine 
and adjust your audience based on several factors that are out of your 
control. Your data will show you whether you are still engaging with your 
audience, or if one particular demographic has lost interest.

10 Refine the audience

Notes:

© BRAND IDENTIFIED, All rights reserved.
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Unitilize the constant on-demand social media channels to connect with 
your followers. Ask engaging questions, and interact with them on a daily 
basis through Q&A’s, free giveaways, and special offers. Create a safe 
and collaborative environment where they can actively participate and 
communicate with your brand



BEATING THE COMPETITION
STAGE 5: MODULE 15
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“Branding is the process of 
connec2ng good strategy with 

good crea2vity.”
Marty Neumeier



Notes:

BEATING THE COMPETITION
STAGE 5: Module 15

5 Benefits of Comple:ng a Compe:tor Audit

Compe:tor Audit
A Competitor Audit is the process of categorizing and evaluating 
your competitors to understand their strengths and weaknesses 
in comparison to your own.

DON’T COMPETE. DIFFERENTIATE

During your competitor audit, you may discover positioning opportunities 
that are not currently owned. You can instantly generate new revenue 
streams by filling these gaps.

1 Find Gaps in the Marketplace

When you analyze your competition, you will recognize points where they 
have failed to meet the needs of their customers. This is your opportunity 
to step in and provide a better solution.

2 Give Customers What They What



In today’s digital, on demand, social media influenced world, there are 
dozens of new marketing strategies popping up everyday. Through your 
competitive auditing, you may discover communication channels that were 
previously unaware of. 

3 Discover New Marke0ng Channels

In addition to finding gaps in the marketplace to position your brand, you 
may even find holes in product offerings. Your research into the competition 
could uncover offerings that are currently unavailable to customers.

4 Become More Innova0ve

Your USP, or Unique Selling Proposition is the one thing that makes 
your business better than the competition. It plays to your strengths, 
and should highlight what makes your brand uniquely valuable to your 
customers. By identifying your competitors’ USP, you can use that 
information to improve your own competitive position. 

5 Develop a Be<er USP

Notes:

3 Types of Compe0tors to Look For

These are businesses exactly the same as yours. They offer the same 
product or service to the same audience, and may even be in the same 

geographical location.

DIRECT COMPETITORS

These are companies that offer a similar product to yours, but they may 
serve a different purpose or they may target a different audience.

INDIRECT COMPETITORS

These are companies who sell products or services that are 
vaguely similar to yours. 

TERTIARY COMPETITORS



Start with the most obvious and just google it. Begin by searching for the 
products or services you offer. Next, search for terms and phrases related 
to your business. And finally, compile a list of keywords that relate to your 
products or services, and start Googling. You will quickly have a list of 
potential competitors.

1 Search For Them

While you are Googling your keywords and phrases, pay attention to the 
ads listed above, below and to the side of your search results. These ads 
will most likely be from competitors that have targeted the keywords you 
are searching. Also, make sure you do the searches multiple times since 
not all the ads will appear on every search.

2 Pay A1en3on to Search Ads 

Whether you like it or not, everyone and every business has a social 
media presence these days. There are so many channels, groups, 
communities, forums, chats, posts, and blogs to analyze that it can quickly 
become overwhelming. Start by searching on facebook for competitor 
business pages, then move on to youtube, and twitter. From there, you will 
start to find groups and links to blogs to follow. Pay close attention to the 
comments section. This is where your audience hangs out and talks about 
the competition.

3 Dive Into Social Media

When you make a sale, ask the customer how they heard about you, and 
if they have purchased the same product or service from a competitor in 
the past. Find out why they chose you over them. This will help you 
develop your marketing message and value proposition. 

4 Talk to Your Customers

If there are any publications in your industry, both physical or digital, 
make sure you’re reviewing these often. New or existing competitors may 
submit articles or place advertisements to help promote their business. 
Take a look at vendor lists for trade shows that focus on your industry. 
This could produce a list of up and coming brands that may become 
direct or indirect competition. 

5 Review Publica3ons and Trade Show Vendors

Notes:

5 Ways to Iden3ty Your Compe33on



Start with the easy stuff. This will help to organize and develop some 
comparison points between your competitors.

What products or services they offer?

Their revenue and financial reports, if publicly available?

How many clients or repetitive customers they have?

How many offices or stores they have, and their locations?

What geographic areas they operate in?

How many employees they have, and any valuable information about 
executives and upper management?

The history of the company, and any significant milestones?

What websites and social media channels they own?

Do you like their logo?

Does their logo represent what they do?

What emotions do you feel from their brand colors?

Does their typography trigger a response?

Does their imagery match their brands look and feel?

How is their visual identity better than yours?

How is your visual identity better than theirs?

Does their website provide a pleasurable visual experience?

STEP 1: Basic Informa3on

Just like you’ve defined for your brand earlier, you will want to learn the brand 
purpose, brand vision, brand mission, and brand values of your competitors.

This information will be valuable when determining the best way to differentiate 
and position your brand in the marketplace.

STEP 2: Brand Purpose, Vision, Mission, Values

You will want to perform a complete audit of your competition's visual identity.

This should include their logo, colors palette, typography, imagery, iconography, 
and website design.

Some questions you should ask yourself are:

STEP 3: Visual Iden3ty

Notes:

The 8 Step Compe3tor Audit



Take a look at how your competition speaks to their customers.

This is not just in verbal communications, but in all of their messaging. By 
analyzing their voice, mission, slogans, and taglines you will begin to get a 
good understanding about how they see themselves and what they are trying 
to accomplish.

You should review their website copy, social media content, marketing 
campaigns, emails, packaging copy, and physical materials such as brochures 
and flyers.

A few question to consider are:

What does their tagline or slogan say to the consumer?

What is the main heading and opening copy on their homepage?

When they speak to the consumer, what type of language is used?

How do they talk about their products and services?

What features do they emphasize?

Who are the people they are talking to?

What are their key selling points?

Do they compare themselves to the competition?

STEP 4: Messaging

Analyze and document the pricing structure of the competition's products 
or services. 

Then match those up with comparable products or services that you offer.

If they are similar in quality and features, you can then assess whether or 
not your product is fairly priced.

STEP 5: Pricing

Your competitors careers page will provide great insights into their company. 
You can make some educated guesses based on what they are posting.

For example, if they are looking for new designers and developers, they 
probably have a big project or product expansion on the horizon. 

Also, if there seems to be a lot of recent job openings it could indicate there 
are troubles within the company, and employees are leaving. 

This is something you may be able to take advantage of by recruiting their 
top talent.

STEP 6: Recruitment & Job Openings

Notes:



A lot of valuable information can be collected from a competitor's website. 

Begin by taking a look at the website structure.

Next take a look at the design, technology and how the website functions.

Is their website easy to navigate?

What are they emphasizing?

What content are they presenting to the visitor?

Do they have a blog, and how often are they posting?

Where does their website fail the visitor?

How can it be better?

What platforms are working best for them?

How many followers do they have?

How often do they post?

Are their posts engaging?

What kind of language do they use?

Are people commenting on their posts?

Are the comments positive or negative?

Who is the demographic that follows and comments?

Do their graphical posts remain on-brand?

Is their messaging consistent?

What type of content is working?

Are they staying on top of the latest trends?

Is the website visually pleasing?

Is it responsive and does it work on multiple mobile devices?

Does it load fast? 

Are there any errors or broken links?

STEP 7: Website Content

There’s no better source to determine what your competition is doing, and how 
well they are performing than social media.

By reviewing all their channels you will not gain insight into how your 
competition uses social media, but also how people perceive them.

Begin by finding what platforms they use, and then see who they are talking to 
and how they interact with them.

Here are a few questions to ask yourself while reviewing their channels:

STEP 8: Social Media

Notes:



Notes:

Compe*tor Audit Ques*onnaire
Who are your top 3 compe/tors?

What brands offer similar products or services?

How are you different from them?

How are you be<er than them?

How are they be<er than you?

What will you do that they will not?

How do they talk about their customers?

How do they talk to their customers?



Iden%fy Your Compe%%on
Identify your competition to understand how you can better differentiate your brand.

VISUAL IDENTITY

COMPETITOR 1

BASIC INFORMATION

COMPETITOR 2 COMPETITOR 3

Compe&ng Brands

Brand Purpose

Brand Vision

Brand Mission

Brand Values

Products & Services

Revenue

How Many Repeat Clients

How Many Offices / Stores

Geographic Area

How Many Employees

Strengths

Weaknesses

Similari&es

Differences

Do you like their logo?

Does their logo represent what 
they do?

What emotions do you feel from 
their brand colors?

Does their typography trigger a 
response?

Does their imagery match their 
brands look and feel?



How is their visual identity better 
than yours?

What does their tagline or slogan 
say to the consumer?

How is your visual identity better 
than theirs?

Website URL

What is the main heading and 
opening copy on their homepage?

Is their website easy to navigate?

What are they emphasizing?

What content are they presenting 
to the visitor?

Do they have a blog, and how 
often are they posting?

Where does their website fail the 
visitor?

How can it be better?

Are they staying on top of the 
latest trends?

Is the website visual pleasing?

Is it responsive and does it work 
on multiple mobile devices?

Does it load fast? 

Are there any errors or broken 
links?

When they speak to the consumer, 
what type of language is used?

How do they talk about their 
products and services?

What features do they emphasize?

Who are the people they are 
talking to?

What are their key selling points?

Do they compare themselves to 
the competition?

What is their design “look & feel?”

MESSAGING

WEBSITE



Which social media platforms do 
they use?

What platforms are working best 
for them?

How many followers do they 
have?

How often do they post?

Are their posts engaging?

What kind of language do they 
use?

Are people commenting on their 
posts?

Are the comments positive or 
negative?

Who is the demographic that 
follows and comments?

Do their graphical posts remain 
on-brand?

Is their messaging consistent?

What type of content is working?

SOCIAL MEDIA
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NAMING YOUR BRAND
STAGE 5: MODULE 16
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“Don’t pick a name that makes you 
one of the trees in the forest, and 

then spend the rest of your marke7ng 
budget trying to stand out”

Danny Altman



Notes:

NAMING YOUR BRAND
STAGE 5: Module 16

Brand Name Quality Checklist

Quali@es of and Effec@ve Brand Name

Does it describe what you do?

Is it catchy and easy to remember?

Does it sounds good, and is it easy to pronounce?

Does it looks great in a logo, email subject line, and website header?

Is it available as a website URL?

Is is ?meless and does it allow for future growth?

Can be protected and trademarked?

Does it create posi?ve emo?ons with the consumer?

Your name should communicate what you do, create a positive emotional 
connection, support your brand values, and portray the image your brand 
wants to convey.

Meaningful

Your name should be unique, memorable, and different from the competition.

Dis@nc@ve



Notes:

People should be able to easily understand, read, pronounce, and 
spell your name. 

Accessible

You should be able to trademark and own your name. There should also be 
a domain name available.

Protectable

Be sure to choose a name that will grow with your company. It should adapt 
and remain relevant for different products and brand extensions.

Scalable

Test out your name in design mockups. Make sure it looks nice and 
translates well in logos, icons, web applications, and any other design 
formats you use.

Visual

7 Types of Brand Names

These names are very straightforward and basically convey what the 
business does, or the products and services offered by the company. 

They are functional names, but are typically not very exciting, and don’t 
leave much room for creativity and future expansion.

The benefits of descriptive names is that they clearly communicate the 
intent of the brand.

However, the disadvantage of this type of name is that as a company 
grows, it may be difficult to expand and diversify beyond their literal 
descriptive name.

Examples of the descriptive brand names include:

The Weather Channel
Hotels.com
Bank of America
General Motors
Ancestry.com

1 Descrip>ve Names



Notes:

The opposite of a highly descriptive name is a metaphorical name.

These types of names are evocative, creative, and unique.

They leave room for interpretation, and enable the brand to emphasize a 
story that is more engaging than just their products or services.

The benefits of choosing a metaphorical name is that they are usually 
easy to trademark.

However, since your name is not descriptive and obvious, you will need to 
rely heavily on your story and marketing to grow your brand.

Examples of the metaphorical brand names include:

Apple
Amazon
Nike
Tesla
Virgin

2 Metaphorical Names

If you are feeling especially clever, but not corny, you can create a Lexical 
name for your brand.

Lexical names represent a play on words.

They either alter the spelling of words to create something unique and 
memorable, or they combine two words to form a single word name.

Although these names can be fun, be careful not to play off of puns that 
could be interpreted as unprofessional, and repel your audience.

Examples of the lexical  brand names include:

Flickr
Tumblr
Dunkin’ Donuts
Krazy Glue
FedEx

3 Lexical Names



An Acronym is an abbreviation formed from the initial letters of other words 
and pronounced as a word.

This type of name has been successful for some businesses, however in 
my opinion the difficulties associated with an acronymic name outweigh 
the benefits.

For example, acronyms are difficult for the consumer to learn and 
remember.

They also lack any meaning or emotion.

And as you’ve already learned, the success of your brand relies heavily on 
the connection it makes with the consumer.

With that said, here are examples of brands who have found great 
success using the acronymic names:

IBM
UPS
BMW
MTV
GE

4 Acronymic Names

Some of the most successful brands in the world were named after 
their founders.

These names are usually easy to trademark and protect.

But remember that a brand named after a founder will always be 
directly connected to that human and their actions.

Examples of the founder brand names include:

Ford
Ben & Jerry’s
Disney
Ralph Lauren
Calvin Klein

5 Founder Names

Notes:



Perhaps you want to connect your business to the location where it 
was started.

Geographical names will always instill the brand with whatever culture 
and historical association the consumer perceives of that region, both 
good and bad.

Even though you may be proud of your roots and want to show your 
appreciation to the location that helped you succeed, naming or 
renaming your brand after it’s home will have its limitations when 
attempting to expand beyond that region.

Examples of the geographical brand names include:

California Pizza Kitchen
New York Life
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Florida’s Natural
American Airlines

6 Geographical Names

If all else fails, you can just make up a name.

Invented names are purley fabricated.

They have no connection to the business, or the products and services 
the company offers.

An invented name is usually easy to trademark, and a domain will most 
likely be available.

This type of name may seem like a simpler solution to the other 
alternatives, but they are not as easy to conjure up as you may think.

You have to consider how it’s spoken, it’s cadence, how it looks when 
written, what it may mean in other cultures, and if there are any negative 
connotations with how it sounds.

But if done right, invented names can be very powerful and allow your 
brand to be flexible and adapt in the future.

Examples of Invented brand names are:

Google
Exxon
Verizon
Adidas
Pixar

7 Invented

Notes:



Ar#culate

Brainstorm

Differen#ate

Vet

Refinement

Tes#ng

Choose

Notes:

5 Reasons to Consider a Rename

7 Steps to Choosing Your Brand Name

THE BRAND NAMING FUNNEL

1: You’ve outgrown your name.

2: Your name doesn't stand out.

3: You're being legally forced to.

4: You’re experiencing a public rela#ons conflict.

5: You’ve expanded beyond your geographical name.

Before you begin choosing names, you need to remember how you 
defined your business back in Stage 4.

Go back and review your brand purpose, your brand vision, your brand 
mission, and your brand values.

Then be sure they are articulated in your name choices.

1 Ar#culate



Notes:

Carving out your spot in the marketplace relies heavily on how you 
differentiate yourself from the competition.

Understanding what makes you unique is a critical component in finding 
your name.

Remember, you're looking for a great name that represents your specific 
brand, not just a good name.

So be sure to look at the names of your competitors and choose a name 
that makes you stand out.

2 Differen-ate

This is the fun part!

Gather up your team and start throwing out some ideas.

This should be a free, open, and creative environment.

Remember, in this process there are no bad ideas.

However, you should put some criteria in place to keep the brainstorming 
session on track.

Be sure that you and your team are suggesting names based on your 
brand purpose, vision, and core values.

Always keep your audience in mind. What do you want your customers to 
think and feel when they use your products or services?

Aim for you and your team to come up with 15-20 name ideas

3 Brainstorm

Next is the most disappointing and frustrating part of brainstorming 
name ideas.

Just when you think you have found a name that describes your brand 
perfectly, connects with your audience, and represents your core 
values ….. You do a quick google or trademark search and discover 
that it has already been taken.

But it’s always better to find this out now rather than later.

So be sure that with every name idea you come up with, you do a 
Google search, a search of the United States Patent and Trademark 
Office’s database, and a social media search.

4 Vet



Notes:

Hopefully after the vetting stage you still have about 10-15 names to 
choose from.

Now it’s time to trim the fat by further analyzing each name.

Once again, review your brand purpose, vision, mission, and values to 
confirm that each of these names supports them.

Which names connect best with the needs of the customer?
How does the name sound when spoken?
Will it look good on a business card or website?

Try to narrow your list down to your top 5.

5 Refinement

Let’s see how all these final names actually look when applied to designs.

     Create some basic logo mockups.
     Place the name on a landing page.
     See how it looks in an email subject line.
     Design a quick business card with each name.

Don’t worry about colors and typography at this point, we’ll address those 
later when we design your visual identity.

Right now you should only be concerned with how the name looks and 
feels on it’s own, without any embellishments to distract you.

You may be surprised at how some of the names you thought were your 
top choices, don’t look quite right visually.

6 Tes.ng

It’s now time to make your final selection.

Which can be a very difficult decision to make.

After all, your name has the potential to either make or break your brand.

But if you have done everything I’ve suggested, you should be able to 
make an intuitive and educated decision based on the name that best 
aligns with everything your business represents.

7 Choose



Notes:

Restate your Brand Purpose:

Restate your Brand Vision:

Restate your Brand Mission:

Restate your Brand Values:

Restate what makes your brand different from the compe==on:

What are the names of your top 5 compe=tors?

STEP 2: Differen2ate

1

2

3

4

5

STEP 1: Ar2culate



Notes:

STEP 3: Brainstorm

STEP 4: Vet

STEP 5: Refinement

List your top 15-20 brand name op6ons: 

Do a Google search, a search of the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office’s database, and social media sites to determine which 
of your names listed above are available and protectable.

List your remaining name op6ons below:

Trim your list to your top 5 BEST name op6ons:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20



Notes:

STEP 6: Tes-ng

STEP 7: Choose

Test each of your final 5 name op4ons to see how they look when applied to 
design. Mockup logos, emails, landing pages, and business cards.

Choose your FINAL brand name and write it below:

Name Op-ons

Does It Look Good In….

LOGO EMAIL
SUBJECT

LANDING
PAGE

BUSINESS
CARD

1

2

3

4

5

Ten Principles of Renaming
1: Be clear about why change is needed.

2: Assess the impact of change.

3: Know what your choices are.

4: Know what you are trying to say before you name it.

5: Avoid trendy names.

6: Avoid names that are too specific.

7: Understand that a new name can’t do everything.

8: Ensure you can own it.

9: Transi-on with confidence.
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“Start by knowing what you want and 
who you are, build credibility around it 

and deliver it online in a compelling way.”
Krista Neher



Notes:

COMMUNICATING YOUR BRAND PERSONALITY
STAGE 5: Module 17

5 Benefits of CommunicaAng Your
Brand’s Personality

Your audience will constantly be comparing your products and services to 
those of your competition.

By communicating your brand personality, you have the opportunity to 
market and position the same products or services differently than your 
competition.

This will play a huge role in how the customer perceives your brand.

1 Creates CompeAAve DifferenAaAon

By applying a personality to your brand, it will consistently attract new 
customers who can relate to those same traits, and it makes your brand 
more recognizable in the marketplace.

2 Increases Brand Awareness

When you have a legion of customers who identify with the personality of 
your brand, they will continue to purchase from you, and evolve from 
brand recognition, to brand preference.

3 Fosters Brand Loyalty



Notes:

People want to be part of something bigger than just a brand's product line.

They want full transparency in the companies they choose to buy from. 

Communication and being open with your brand personality will enhance your 
brand's story, and further connect with your audience.

4 Enhances Your Brand Story

When your brand's personality reflects your core values, you will be 
perceived as authentic in the eyes of the consumer.

This authenticity will build trust and support from your target audience.

Be sure to review your brand values you defined earlier in Stage 4.

5 Authen7cates Your Core Values

BRAND PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

STABILITY

INNOVATE

CREATOR INNOCENT

RULER SAGE

CAREGIVER EXPLORER

EVERYMAN REBEL

JESTER MAGICIAN

LOVER HERO

CONTROL

SERVICE FREEDOM

BELONGING LIBERATION

KNOWLEDGE

ENJOYMENT POWER

SAFETY

INTIMACY MASTERY

PARADISE

BELONGING IMPACT



Notes:

ARCHETYPE

SINCERITY EXCITEMENT COMPETENCE SOPHISTICATION RUGGEDNESS

ARCHETYPE
MANIFESTATION

PERSONALITY
TRAIT

BRAND PERSONALITY
DIMENSION

RULER Stability
Reliable
Tough

Upper Class

Competence
Ruggedness

Sophis9ca9on

CREATOR
Stability

Independence

Imagina9ve
Unique

Upper Class

Excitement
Excitement

Sophis9ca9on

CAREGIVER
Stability

Belonging

Embraced
Welcoming

Genuine

Sincerity
Sincerity
Sincerity

JESTER
Belonging
Mastery

Genuine
Charming

Imagina9ve

Sincerity
Sophis9ca9on

Sincerity

LOVER
Belonging
Stability

Welcoming
Charming
Embraced

Sincerity
Sophis9ca9on

Sincerity

EVERYMAN Belonging
Welcoming

Reliable
Genuine

Sincerity
Competence

Sincerity

REBEL
Mastery

Independence

Adventure
Tough

Charming

Excitement
Ruggedness

Sophis9ca9on

MAGICIAN
Mastery

Belonging

Embraced
Reliable

Imagina9ve

Sincerity
Competence
Excitement

HERO Mastery
Adventure
Genuine
Tough

Excitement
Sincerity

Ruggedness

SAGE
Independence

Stability

Unique
Reliable

Imagina9ve

Excitement
Competence
Excitement

EXPLORER Independence
Adventure

Unique
Tough

Excitement
Excitement
Ruggedness

INNOCENT
Independence

Mastery

Genuine
Unique
Reliable

Sincerity
Excitement

Competence

Down-to-Earth
Honest

Wholesome
Cheerful

Daring
Spirited

ImaginaIve
Up-to-Date

Reliable
Intelligent
Successful

Hard-Working

Upper Class
Charming

Glamorous
Feminine

Outdoorsy
Tough

Masculine
Western

ARCHETYPE TO BRAND PERSONALITY DIMENSION

BRAND PERSONALITY DIMENSIONS

SINCERE brands are: honest, genuine, hearFelt, gracious, and passionate.

EXCITING brands are: intense, energe9c, joyous, imagina9ve, and enthusias9c.

COMPETENT brands are: knowledgeable, professional, trustworthy, reliable, and strategic.

SOPHISTICATED brands are: stylis9c, luxurious, cultured, exquisite, and excep9onal.

RUGGED brands are: adventurous, strong, tough, confident, and outdoorsy.



Notes:
Define Your Brand’s Personality

Choose 10-15 adjec/ves that support your brand's personality type.  

STEP 1: Choose Adjec?ves

POSITIVE TRAITS
Accessible
Ac/ve
Adaptable
Admirable
Adventurous
Agreeable
Alert
Allocentric
Amiable
An/cipa/ve
Apprecia/ve
Ar/culate
Aspiring
Athle/c
A?rac/ve
Balanced
Benevolent
Brilliant
Calm
Capable
Cap/va/ng
Caring
Challenging
Charisma/c
Charming
Cheerful
Clean
Clear-headed
Clever
Colorful
Companionly
Compassionate
Conciliatory
Confident
Conscien/ous
Considerate
Constant
Contempla/ve
Coopera/ve
Courageous
Courteous
Crea/ve
Cultured
Curious
Daring
Debonair
Decent

Decisive
Dedicated
Deep
Dignified
Directed
Disciplined
Discreet
Drama/c
Du/ful
Dynamic
Earnest
Ebullient
Educated
Efficient
Elegant
Eloquent
Empathe/c
Energe/c
Enthusias/c
Esthe/c
Exci/ng
Extraordinary
Fair
Faithful
Farsighted
Felicific
Firm
Flexible
Focused
Forecful
Forgiving
Forthright
Freethinking
Friendly
Fun-loving
Gallant
Generous
Gentle
Genuine
Good-natured
Gracious
Hardworking
Healthy
Hearty
Helpful
Herioc
High-minded

Honest
Honorable
Humble
Humorous
Idealis/c
Imagina/ve
Impressive
Incisive
Incorrup/ble
Independent
Individualis/c
Innova/ve
Inoffensive
InsighOul
Insouciant
Intelligent
Intui/ve
Invulnerable
Kind
Knowledge
Leaderly
Leisurely
Liberal
Logical
Lovable
Loyal
Lyrical
Magnanimous
Many-sided
Masculine  (Manly)
Mature
Methodical
Me/culous
Moderate
Modest
Mul/-leveled
Neat
Nonauthoritarian
Objec/ve
Observant
Open
Op/mis/c
Orderly
Organized
Original
Painstaking
Passionate

Pa/ent
Patrio/c
Peaceful
Percep/ve
Perfec/onist
Personable
Persuasive
Planful
Playful
Polished
Popular
Prac/cal
Precise
Principled
Profound
Protean
Protec/ve
Providen/al
Prudent
Punctual
Purposeful
Ra/onal
Realis/c
Reflec/ve
Relaxed
Reliable
Resourceful
RespecOul
Responsible
Responsive
Reveren/al
Roman/c
Rus/c
Sage
Sane
Scholarly
Scrupulous
Secure
Selfless
Self-cri/cal
Self-defacing
Self-denying
Self-reliant
Self-sufficient
Sensi/ve
Sen/mental
Seraphic

Serious
Sexy
Sharing
Shrewd
Simple
Skillful
Sober
Sociable
Solid
Sophis/cated
Spontaneous
Spor/ng
Stable
Steadfast
Steady
Stoic
Strong
Studious
Suave
Subtle
Sweet
Sympathe/c
Systema/c
Tasteful
Teacherly
Thorough
Tidy
Tolerant
Tractable
Trus/ng
Uncomplaining
Understanding
Undogma/c
Unfoolable
Upright
Urbane
Venturesome
Vivacious
Warm
Well-bred
Well-read
Well-rounded
Winning
Wise
Wi?y
Youthful



Notes:
NEGATIVE TRAITS
Abrasive
Abrupt
Agonizing
Aimless
Airy
Aloof
Amoral
Angry
Anxious
Apathe6c
Arbitrary
Argumenta6ve
Arrogan8
Ar6ficial
Asocial
Asser6ve
As6gma6c
Barbaric
Bewildered
Bizarre
Bland
Blunt
Biosterous
Bri8le
Brutal
Calcula6ng
Callous
Cantakerous
Careless
Cau6ous
Charmless
Childish
Clumsy
Coarse
Cold
Colorless
Complacent
Complain6ve
Compulsive
Conceited
Condemnatory
Conformist
Confused
Contemp6ble
Conven6onal
Cowardly
Cra?y
Crass
Crazy
Criminal
Cri6cal
Crude
Cruel
Cynical
Decadent
DeceiAul
Delicate
Demanding
Dependent
Desperate

Destruc6ve
Devious
Difficult
Dirty
Disconcer6ng
Discontented
Discouraging
Discourteous
Dishonest
Disloyal
Disobedient
Disorderly
Disorganized
Disputa6ous
DisrespecAul
Disrup6ve
Dissolute
Dissonant
Distrac6ble
Disturbing
Dogma6c
Domineering
Dull
Easily Discouraged
Egocentric
Enervated
Envious
Erra6c
Escapist
Excitable
Expedient
Extravagant
Extreme
Faithless
False
Fana6cal
Fanciful
Fatalis6c
Fawning
Fearful
Fickle
Fiery
Fixed
Flamboyant
Foolish
ForgeAul
Fraudulent
Frightening
Frivolous
Gloomy
Graceless
Grand
Greedy
Grim
Gullible
Hateful
Haughty
Hedonis6c
Hesitant
Hidebound

High-handed
Hos6le
Ignorant
Imita6ve
Impa6ent
Imprac6cal
Imprudent
Impulsive
Inconsiderate
Incurious
Indecisive
Indulgent
Inert
Inhibited
Insecure
Insensi6ve
Insincere
Insul6ng
Intolerant
Irascible
Irra6onal
Irresponsible
Irritable
Lazy
Libidinous
Loquacious
Malicious
Mannered
Mannerless
Mawkish
Mealymouthed
Mechanical
Meddlesome
Melancholic
Meretricious
Messy
Miserable
Miserly
Misguided
Mistaken
Money-minded
Monstrous
Moody
Morbid
Muddle-headed
Naive
Narcissis6c
Narrow
Narrow-minded
Na8y
Nega6vis6c
NeglecAul
Neuro6c
Nihilis6c
Obnoxious
Obsessive
Obvious
Odd
OOand
One-dimensional

One-sided
Opinionated
Opportunis6c
Oppressed
Outrageous
Overimagina6ve
Paranoid
Passive
Pedan6c
Perverse
Pe8y
Pharissical
Phlegma6c
Plodding
Pompous
Possessive
Power-hungry
Predatory
Prejudiced
Presumptuous
Preten6ous
Prim
Procras6na6ng
Profligate
Provoca6ve
Pugnacious
Puritanical
Quirky
Reac6onary
Reac6ve
Regimental
RegreAul
Repentant
Repressed
ResenAul
Ridiculous
Rigid
Ritualis6c
Rowdy
Ruined
Sadis6c
Sanc6monious
Scheming
Scornful
Secre6ve
Sedentary
Selfish
Self-indulgent
Shallow
Shortsighted
Shy
Silly
Single-minded
Sloppy
Slow
Sly
Small-thinking
So?headed
Sordid
Steely

S6ff
Strong-willed
Stupid
Submissive
Superficial
Supers66ous
Suspicious
Tactless
Tasteless
Tense
Thievish
Thoughtless
Timid
Transparent
Treacherous
Trendy
Troublesome
Unapprecia6ve
Uncaring
Uncharitable
Unconvincing
Uncoopera6ve
Uncrea6ve
Uncri6cal
Unctuous
Undisciplined
Unfriendly
Ungrateful
Unhealthy
Unimagina6ve
Unimpressive
Unlovable
Unpolished
Unprincipled
Unrealis6c
Unreflec6ve
Unreliable
Unrestrained
Unself-cri6cal
Unstable
Vacuous
Vague
Venal
Venomous
Vindic6ve
Vulnerable
Weak
Weak-willed
Well-meaning
Willful
Wishful
Zany



Notes:
NEUTRAL TRAITS
Absentminded
Aggressive
Ambi-ous
Amusing
Ar0ul
Asce-c
Authoritarian
Big-thinking
Boyish
Breezy
Businesslike
Busy
Casual
Crebral
Chummy
Circumspect
Compe--ve
Complex
Confiden-al
Conserva-ve
Contradictory
Crisp
Cute

Decep-ve
Determined
Domina-ng
Dreamy
Driving
Droll
Dry
Earthy
Effeminate
Emo-onal
Enigma-c
Experimental
Familial
Folksy
Formal
Freewheeling
Frugal
Glamorous
Guileless
High-spirited
Huried
Hypno-c
Iconoclas-c

Idiosyncra-c
Impassive
Impersonal
Impressionable
Intense
Invisible
Irreligious
Irreverent
Maternal
Mellow
Modern
Moralis-c
Mys-cal
Neutral
NoncommiHal
Noncompe--ve
Obedient
Old-fashined
Ordinary
Outspoken
Paternalis-c
Physical
Placid

Poli-cal
Predictable
Preoccupied
Private
Progressive
Proud
Pure
Ques-oning
Quiet
Religious
Reserved
Restrained
Re-ring
Sarcas-c
Self-conscious
Sensual
Skep-cal
Smooth
SoO
Solemn
Solitary
Stern
Stoiid

Strict
Stubborn
Stylish
Subjec-ve
Surprising
SoO
Tough
Unaggressive
Unambi-ous
Unceremonious
Unchanging
Undemanding
Unfathomable
Unhurried
Uninhibited
Unpatrio-c
Unpredicatable
Unreligious
Unsen-mental
Whimsical

Refine your list to the top 5 adjec-ves that best represent your brand’s personality 

If your brand were a person, who would that person be?

STEP 2: Refine Your List

STEP 3: Create A Persona

1

2

3

4

5



STEP 4: Decide Who You Want to Be to Your Customers

STEP 5: Descibe Your Personality

What type of personality would they search out when they are in need of help, or when 
they want to have fun? Ask yourself…

Keeping in mind who your fic>onal persona is, and who you want to be to your customers. 

Take those 3-5 adjec>ves you've defined and describe your personality into
a simple descrip>on.

Keep this descrip>on to one or two >ght sentences.

The goal is to ar>culate your brand personality in a way that is quickly and easily 
understood by your audience.

 “I’m the one that’s                                                                                     .”

When you’ve filled in that blank, you’ve provided your poten>al customers with a 
clear and easy-to-understand differen>ator.

3 Ways to Communicate Your Personality
The first way to communicate your brand personality through your visual idenIty.
This includes your logo, your typography, your brand colors, your imagery and the look 
and feel of the design you use in marke>ng. You will learn how to do all of this later in 
Stage 6, Designing Your Visual Iden>ty.

The second way to communicate your brand personality is through your voice.
This includes your messaging, the language you use, your tagline, and how you speak to 
your customers. Once again, I will show you how to do all of this in later modules.

The third way to demonstrate your brand personality is through your acIons.
This basically includes everything you do both online and offline. How you conduct 
yourself. How you present your brand in videos. How you interact on social media. And 
how your customer service department responds to emails.

Notes:
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CRAFTING YOUR
BRAND TAGLINE

STAGE 5: MODULE 18
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“The most important thing to 
remember is you must know

your audience.”
Lewis Howes



Notes:

CRAFTING YOUR BRAND TAGLINE
STAGE 5: Module 18

Common Characteris=cs Effec=ve Taglines
It is short. Typically just a few words.
It be included alongside a logo.
It differen:ates your brand from the compe::on.
It is unique to your brand.
It supports your brand's purpose, vision, and values.
It reflects the brand's iden:ty, character, promise, and personality.
It is easy to say and remember.
It invokes posi:ve feelings and has no nega:ve connota:ons.
It can be protected and trademarked.
It evokes an emo:onal response.

M&M’s: Melts in your mouth, not in your hand.

U.S. Marine Corps: The few, the proud, the marines.

Las Vegas: What happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas.

Disneyland: The happiest place on the earth.

Cover Girl: Easy breezy beau?ful Cover Girl.

Subway: Eat fresh.

Red Bull: Red Bull gives you wings.

Taco Bell: Think outside the bun.

California Milk Processor Board: Got milk?

AutoZone: Get in the Zone.

The Most Liked Brand Taglines



Notes:

Types of Brand Taglines

Imperative taglines is a command, action, or direction that usually 
starts with a verb. 

Impera6ve

Nike: Just do it!

McDonald’s: I’m lovin’ it.

Burger King: Have it your way.

M&M’s: Melts in your mouth, not in your hand.

California Milk Processor Board: Got milk?

Subway: Eat fresh.

Campbell’s Soup: Mmmm-mmm good!

Allstate: You’re in good hands with Allstate.

Taco Bell: Think outside the bun.

BMW: The ulFmate driving machine.

YouTube
Nike
MINI Cooper
Bausch + Lomb
Apple
Toshiba
Virgin Mobile
Unstuck
Crocs
Coca-Cola

Broadcast yourself

Just do it

Let’s motor

See be6er. Live be6er.

Think different

Don’t copy. Lead.

Live without a plan

Live be6er everyday

Feel the love

Open happiness

Descriptive taglines describe the service, product, or brand promise.
Descrip6ve

TOMS Shoes
TED
Ashoka
Philips
Target
Concentrics
MSNBC
Ernst & Young
Allstate
GE
Nature Conservancy

One for one

Ideas worth spreading

Everyone a changemaker

InnovaFon & You

Expect more. Pay less.

People. Process. Results.

This is who we are

Building a be6er working world

You’re in good hands

ImaginaFon at work

ProtecFng nature. Preserving life.

The Most Recalled Brand Taglines



Superlative taglines position the company as the best or top of 
their category.

Superla(ve

DeBeers
BMW
Lu0hansa
Na(onal Guard
Budweiser
Adidas

A diamond is forever

The ul2mate driving machine

Nonstop you

Americans at their best

King of beers

Impossible is nothing

Provocative taglines are thought-provoking or ironic. Frequently in 
the form of a question.

Provoca(ve

Verizon Wireless
Microso0
Mercedes-Benz
Dairy Council

Can you hear me now?

Where are you going today?

What makes a symbol endure?

Got milk?

Specific taglines define and reveal the business or products.
Specific

The first step is to get inspiration from the taglines of other brands.

Specifically, those who are using the same tagline type as yours.

Pay close attention to how you feel when you see the words, and 
when you hear them.

Do you instantly know what the brand does and what it stands for? 
Is it memorable?

Take a look at your competitors' taglines, and think about how you 
can differentiate yourself from them.

1 Get Inspired

The New York Times
Olay
Volkswagen
eBay
SkiLles

All the news that’s fit to print

Love the skin you’re in

Drivers wanted

Happy hun2ng

Taste the rainbow

Notes:

6 Steps to Write The Perfect Tagline



Once again, go back and review your brand purpose, vision, mission, 
and values you defined in stage 4.

Your tagline should support your brand values, solidify your promise, and 
establish consumer trust.

2 Review

Just like when defining your brand name, it’s time once again to gather your 
team for a collaborative brainstorming session.

Armed with your core values, your differentiators, your target audience, and 
your competitor analysis, begin writing out a few paragraphs that describe 
what you do and who you do it for.

Think about your brand promise and how you help people.

Try to inject emotion and add your brand personality that you defined in the 
previous module.

In your brainstorming session, constantly be asking yourself these questions:

3 Brainstorm

Notes:

Restate your Brand Purpose:

Restate your Brand Vision:

Restate your Brand Mission:

Restate your Brand Values:

What is your brand promise?



Notes:

How do you help people?

Who is your customer?

Who is your compe44on?

How can we say this simply?

Paragraph 1:

Paragraph 2:

Paragraph 3:

Write a few paragraphs that describe what you do and who 
you do it for:



Take the paragraphs you wrote and combine and consolidate them down 
into a single sentence or two.

The goal is to distill the core of what you’re trying to say. Aim for 2-3 options.

4 Condense

Now it's time to tighten up and polish these sentences even more. 

This is the toughest part. Continue working with your team all along the way. 
The collaborative environment will help you flush out the unnecessary words 
that are not supporting the tagline.

Once again, try to narrow your options down to 2-3 well-refined, short, but 
powerful taglines.

5 Refine

Finally, it’s time to test out your tagline.

Show your taglines, and speak them to your employees and customers.

Pay attention to what resonates with them, how they respond, and if there 
are any unexpected associations people make.

6 Test

Option 1:

Option 1:

Option 2:

Option 3:

Option 2:

Option 3:

Notes:
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“Your brand is a promise to 
your clients… a promise of 

quality, consistency, 
competency, and reliability.”

Jason Hartman



Notes:

FINDING YOUR BRAND VOICE
STAGE 5: Module 19

8 Steps to Find Your Brand Voice

STEP 1:  Review Your Brand Purpose, Vision, Missions, and Values

Just like you've previously done when defining other aspects of your brand 
messaging, you should go back and review your Brand Purpose, Vision, 
Mission, and Values.

What is your Brand Purpose?

What future do you want to help create?

What will you create that future?

What do you stand for?



Notes:
What drives your decisions?

What is your audiences sense of humor?

What are the personality traits of your audience?

What adjec7ves descibe your audience?

How do you want your audience to FEEL about your brand?

These are the reasons why you exist, and your brand's voice is simply a 
tool to express it.

STEP 2:  Review Your Target Audience and Top Compe=tors

In addition to reviewing your purpose, vision, mission, and goals, you should 
also review who your target audience is, and your top competitors.

Your voice is how you are communicated to your audience, so be sure you are 
clear on who they are.

Don’t try to sound like something that you’re not, just to attract a
certain demographic.

The consumer will see right through that and label you as inauthentic.

Analyze how your competition, and every other brand in your industry sounds.

If they all sound the same, this could be a great opportunity to take a
different approach. 

Find a way to differentiate your voice from the competition while still remaining 
genuine, and speaking the language of your audience.



ADJECTIVE 1:

ADJECTIVE 2:

ADJECTIVE 3:

ADJECTIVE 4:

ADJECTIVE 5:

Notes:

STEP 3:  Find Inspira5on

STEP 4:  Choose Adjec5ves

Find inspiration from other successful brands.

For example, if you are an adventurous and rugged brand, find other similar 
brands, and listen to how they speak to their customers. 

You obviously don’t want to copy them, but learn from them, and determine 
how you can bring out the same emotion.

Just like you did when finding your brand personality, choose 3-5 adjectives 
that are appropriate to use in your language. 

These may be exactly the same as the adjectives you defined early, but it’s 
still a good exercise to look at these descriptive words from a verbal 
standpoint, not just as personality traits.

What brands do you connect with?

How do these brands sound in their messaging?

What is their brand personality type?

Will that same personality type connect with your audience?



Notes:

STEP 5:  Define Who You Are NOT

STEP 6:  Create a Brand Voice Guide

State what you won’t do. This is who you do not want to be. Knowing who you 
aren’t, is just as helpful as knowing who you are.

For example, if you are adventurous, funny, outgoing, real, and transparent, 
you won’t want your voice to sound pretentious, overly serious, businesslike, 
or humorless.

Not that there’s anything wrong with being businesslike or serious, but just be 
sure that your characteristics are authentic to your brand's personality.

Now that you have all this valuable information to work with, you will want to 
Create a Brand Voice Guide.

This guide is a simple table that helps organize and further elaborate on the 
brand characteristics you’ve defined.

This will also provide your designers and writers with guidelines to use when 
creating content so you are confident that your brand voice will be 
communicated properly.

What will you NOT do?

Who do you NOT want to be?

BRAND VOICE GUIDE TEMPLATE
VOICE

CHARACTERISTICS DESCRIPTION

PASSIONATE
We’re passionate 
about changing the 
way the world works.

• Use strong verbs
• Be champions for (industry)

• Be lukewarm, wishy-washy
• Use passive voice

• Be cheerleaders

Source: Content MarkeFng InsFtute

IRREVERENT
We take our product 
seriously; we don’t 
take ourselves 
seriously.

• Be playful
• Use colorful illustraFons or 
examples

• Be too casual
• Use too many obscure pop-
culture examples

AUTHENTIC

We’re going to give 
you the tools and 
insight you need to 
make your job easier. 
That may not always 
be through our 
product.

• Be honest and direct
• SFck to your word
• Own any issues or mistakes, 
ans show how you will 
address them

• Use markeFng jargon
• Over promise
• Over sell the product’s 
capabiliFes

QUIRKY

We’re not afraid to 
challenge the status 
quo and be ourselves.

• Use unexpected examples
• Take the contrarian view

• Use too much slang or 
obscure references.
• Use overplayed examples
• Lose sight of the audience  
and core message

• Express yourself

DO DON’T



Notes:

CREATE YOUR BRAND VOICE GUIDE
VOICE

CHARACTERISTICS DESCRIPTION DO DON’T

STEP 7:  Review

Now that you have defined your brand voice, the next step is to complete a 
final audit of your work to make sure it aligns the rest of your branding, and 
supports your company culture.

So once again, review your brand purpose, vision, mission, and values and 
confirm that they all work together in unison, and support each other when 
communicated to the customer.



STEP 8:  Share

The final step is to share your Brand Voice Guide with your team.

This will be a crucial reference for them to use to help your content creators 
understand what does, and does not align with your brand.

It will unify your brand voice and maintain consistency across all your 
marketing channels.

Notes:
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“Your brand is a gateway to 
your true work.”

Dave Buck



Notes:

BRAND POSITIONING STATEMENT
STAGE 5: Module 20

6 Benefits of Brand Posi<oning

When your brand is effectively positioned, your audience will perceive it 
as the best choice, trustworthy, and superior to the competition.

These positive perceptions will lead to increased loyalty and brand equity.

1 Generate Posi<ve Associa<ons

Differentiating your brand from the competition will highlight the 
uniqueness of your products or services.

This positioning will demonstrate how your products or services satisfy 
the needs of the consumer in a better way than the competition.

2 Showcase Uniqueness

Effectively positioning your brand will make it more memorable
to customers.

They will begin to recognize it as the most logical, preferred choice.

3 Increase Awareness

When you clearly define how your brand is positioned, you take the 
guesswork out of the consumer buying decision.

If your product provides the solution they are searching for, they will trust 
your brand and most likely make future purchases.

4 Build Trust



Notes:

Strong positioning establishes your brand as the preferred option.

When the consumer perceives your brand as valuable, you are able to 
effectively charge a premium price.

5 Demonstrate Value

With a powerful and meaningful positioning statement, you will learn what 
messages engage with your consumers the best.

You can then build off of that foundation to create more compelling 
marketing campaigns.

6 Enhances Messaging

STRATEGIC
POSITION

BRAND
LOYALTY

PURPOSE DIFFERENCE

VALUE EXECUTIONWILLINGNESS
TO PAY

BRAND
RECOGNITION

MARKET
SHARE

Value ProposiKon
A value proposition is a promise of value to be delivered, and focuses on the 
functional and emotional benefits of the experience.

Understanding your value proposition starts with analyzing the data from the 
audience targeting, and competitor audits you completed earlier.



Notes:

What do customers value most about your brand?

How do customers see you as different from the compe::on?

What is your compe::ve advantage in the customer's mind?

What is your brand’s promise to the customer?

What is the number one reason your product or service is the best solu:on?

Unique Selling Proposi3on (USP)
Your Unique Selling Proposition is an internal statement which only focuses on the 
competitive differentiator.

It describes why your product or services are better than the competition.

Do define this, review the Beating The Competition module early in stage 5 where 
you audited your competitors, and determined what makes your brand unique.



Notes:

Brand Posi/oning Statement

UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION TEMPLATE

A brand positioning statement is a declaration that communicates your brand’s 
unique value to your target audience within the competitive marketplace.

It’s job is to provide clarity and direction for your team to consistently guide your 
brand into the mind of the consumer.

Unlike your brand tagline and mission statement, your Brand Positioning Statement 
is not customer facing, which means the customer should never see it.

It should only be viewed and used internally to assist your team in their designs and 
marketing campaigns.

[YOUR BRAND] offers [PRODUCT/SERVICE] for [TARGET MARKET] 
to [VALUE PROPOSITION].

Unlike [THE ALTERNATIVE], we [KEY DIFFERENTIATOR].

YOUR BRAND

OFFERS

FOR

TO

UNLIKE

WE

PRODUCT/SERVICE

TARGET MARKET

VALUE PROPOSITION

THE ALTERNATIVE

KEY DIFFERENTIATOR
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5 Elements of a Brand Posi4oning Statement

The Audience

The Challenge / Pain Point

The Key Benefit

The Compe44ve Alterna4ve

The Unique Point Of Difference

Take each of these elements and develop a 
concise sentence that defines it.

The Audience:

The Challenge / Pain Point:

The Key Benefit:

The Compe::ve Alterna:ve:

The Unique Point Of Difference:



Notes:
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Place each of those sentences into this formula to 
create your Brand Positioning Statement.

BRAND PROPOSITION STATEMENT TEMPLATE

We help [AUDIENCE] who [CHALLENGE / PAIN-POINT]
to achieve/experience [KEY BENEFIT]
unlike [COMPETITIVE ALTERNATIVE]

our soluSon [UNIQUE POINT OF DIFFERENCE]

AUDIENCE

WHO

TO ACHIEVE/EXPERIENCE

UNLIKE

OUR SOLUTION

WE HELP

CHALLENGE / PAIN POINT

KEY BENEFIT

COMPETITIVE ALTERNATIVE

UNIQUE POINT OF DIFFERENCE

Brand PosiSoning Statement Checklist
Is it believable?

Is it easy to understand?

Is it flexible and allows for future growth?

Does it differenQate the brand from the compeQQon?

Will it help create more effecQve markeQng campaigns?

Does it speak to your audience?

Does it moQvate your audience?

Is it memorable?

Is it unique to your brand?

Is it beWer than your compeQtors?



THE IMPORTANCE OF
GREAT DESIGN

STAGE 6: MODULE 21
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“Your premium brand had 
be0er be delivering 

something special, or it’s not 
going to get the business.”

Warren Buffet



Notes:

THE IMPORTANCE OF GREAT DESIGN
STAGE 6: Module 21

How Great Design Impacts Your Brand

Great Web Design
94% of consumers will leave a website with poor graphic design.

The normal a;en<on span for web users is 6.8 seconds. However, the 
use of visual assets can improve the a;en<on span by approximately 50 
milliseconds.

It takes 50 microseconds for a website visitor to register a visual appeal.

More than 46% of website visitors relate the website design to the 
credibility of the brand/company.

80% of small business owners think graphic design is very important, or 
moderately important to the success of their business. 

Great Design Creates a Strong First Impression

Great Design Helps Your Brand Stand Out

Great Design Promotes Brand Consistency

Great Design Builds Trust

Great Design Makes Your Brand Memorable

Great Design MoPvates People to Take AcPon

Great Design Makes Social Media More Engaging

Great Design Ensures You Appeal to Your Target Demographic

Great Design Improves User Experience and Increases Conversions
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Great Logo Design
The human brain processes visuals 60,000 3mes faster than it 
processes text. This is the reason why many brands add a visual or a 
glyph to their logo.

It takes a website visitor 10 seconds to form an impression of your 
brand logo. However, it can take up to seven impressions for the 
visitor to recognize the logo. 

Great Color Design
92.6% of consumers say that color is the key factor affec@ng their 
purchase decision.

80% of website visitors perceive brand enhancement based on colors.

Colored adver@sments had 40% more viewership rates than plain ads.

Color improves readership by 40%, comprehension by 73%, and learning 
by up to 78%.

Color is a key factor in brand recogni@on. For example, the use of a 
brand color can increase brand recogni@on by 80%. 

Compared to black and white images, colored images catch the aCen@on 
of viewers by 2 seconds more.

According to HubSpot, when changing the color of a CTA buCon from 
green to red, there was a 21% increase in conversion. 

Great Marke3ng Design
68% of digital marketers have plans in place to increase the use of visual 
assets in future content ac@vi@es.

51% of B2B digital marketers value the use of visual assets in
content marke@ng. 

62% of marketers use visuals for the landing pages of a website or as part 
of blog content.

32% of digital marketers claim visual images are the most important
type of content.

When people hear a message, they are most likely able to remember 10% 
of the informa@on relayed three days later on. However, when the same 
message is coupled with a visual graphic, people can remember 65% of the 
informa@on three days later.



Notes:
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60.8% of digital marketers say that visual assets are impera4ve to 
successful marke4ng.

65% of digital marke4ng execu4ves claim visual assets like images, 
infographics, illustra4ons, and videos are impera4ve to brand
story communica4on.

Social media posts that feature visual assets like images deliver a 650% 
higher engagement rate than plain text posts.

Tweets with visual assets generate 150% more retweets, whereas 
Facebook posts with images deliver 230% more engagement.

Blog ar4cles with more visual assets generate 2X more social media shares 
compared to ar4cles without images. 

85% of people are a@racted to brands that make use of visual graphics.



WHAT IS VISUAL IDENTITY
STAGE 6: MODULE 22
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“Crea&vity may well be the last 
legal unfair compe&&ve 

advantage we can take to run 
over the compe&&on.”

Dave Tro)



Notes:

WHAT IS VISUAL IDENTITY
STAGE 6: Module 22

6 Characteris;cs of a Well Designed Visual Iden;ty

When designing your brand’s visual identity, don’t just think about today. 
Your designs should be able to grow as your brand grows.

Think about your brand's vision, where do you want to be in 5-10 years?
What new products or services might you develop in the future?
What additional industries might you expand into?

Make sure your visual identity supports the possibilities of your
brand's future.

1 Flexible

Creating beautiful designs and products won't have any effect on
the success of your business if you are not displaying them to the 
correct audience.

That’s why it is critical that you design all aspects of your visual identity 
with your target audience in mind. You must appeal to them, and
only them.

Review the Targeting Your Audience module from Stage 5 before 
beginning this creative process.

2 Targeted

Your brand’s visual identity must always support your purpose. It’s who 
you are, why you exist, your goals, your values, and why your brand is 
useful to the customer. 

These characteristics should all be reflected in everything you design
for your brand.

3 Purposeful



Your designers and content creators should be equipped with everything 
they need to effectively do their jobs.

Your brand's visual Identity is NOT just a logo.

4 Comprehensive

Your brand’s visual identity needs to be designed in unison. It should be 
developed so that each component compliments the others.

If all your designs use different colors, random typography, and inconsistent 
imagery, it will not be memorable or engaging to the consumer.

5 Intui1ve

I’ve mentioned before that we are extremely visual beings. What we see 
can be very powerful and evoke strong emotions.

Your brand's identity should represent your personality and values. It 
needs to produce an emotional response, whatever that happens to be for 
your specific brand.

6 Emo1onal

What’s Included in a Brand’s Visual Iden1ty

DATA VISUALIZATION

LOGO

ILLUSTRATION INFOGRAPHICS

MOTION GRAPHICS

IMAGERY

TYPOGRAPHY

LOOK & FEELVIDEO

COLORS

PHOTOGRAPHY

Notes:
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“A brand is no longer what we 
tell the consumer it is—it is what 
consumers tell each other it is.”

Sco$ Cook



Notes:

BRAND LOGO
STAGE 6: Module 23

7 Types of Brand Logos

A wordmark is considered one of the more basic logo types.

It is literally your company name displayed in a highly stylized and 
distinctive typeface.

It should be easy to read and instantly understood.

When designing a wordmark, be sure to choose a typeface that supports 
your brands personality, and pay close attention to the fonts character 
dimension and kerning.

Just because this type of logo is a simple representation of your brand, 
doesn't mean you can’t be creative with it.

Use contrasting colors, and add subtle graphics elements with the text.

For example, whether you’ve noticed it before or not, the FedEx 
wordmark includes an arrow in the whitespace between the E and X, 
implying forward motion.

1 Wordmark

BRAND
LOGO LOGO

Wordmark Examples:



These types of logos are even simpler and more minimalist than wordmarks.

These logos are typically the first letter, or letters of the business name 
displayed in a highly stylized graphic format.

Examples of lettermark logos are Yahoo, H&M, UFC, IBM, HP, McDonalds, 
and CNN.

This type of logo can be a great way to reduce your brand's name to 
something more memorable, and are easier to use for reduced purposes 
like app icons and social media.

However, lettermarks may lack expression and aren't very descriptive, so 
you may be limiting your brand recognition and clarity.

Typically, brands will switch to a lettermark option after they have become 
well established in the marketplace.

Lettermark Examples:

2 Le$ermark

These are simple and unique graphical representations of the brand.

Oftentimes, they feature an easily recognizable image, but sometimes they 
are a shape that may not even relate to the brands products or services.

The goal in creating a pictorial mark, is to design the simplest form possible, 
and make effective use of whitespace.

Less is always more when designing a pictorial mark.

Pictorial Mark Examples:

3 Pictorial Mark

Notes:



When you combine a pictorial mark with a wordmark, you get a combination 
mark. This is when your logo includes your business name and a symbol or 
unique graphic.

The name can either be placed next to the symbol, or integrated within the 
symbol to create a complete graphic.

Combination Mark Examples:

4 Combina)on Mark

Similar to a combination mark, these logos often contain multiple elements 
like a wordmark and pictorial mark.

But they are then designed within a shape that becomes part of the
brand identity.

If you choose to design an emblem mark, pay close attention to the text 
size. Since this logo type includes multiple elements, it may become illegible 
when scaled down to smaller sizes.

Emblem Mark Examples:

5 Emblem Mark

Similar to pictorial marks, these logo types are simple and unique graphical 
representations of the brand.

However, they are not a recognizable symbol. Instead, they are completely 
abstract geometric forms that don’t form an immediate connection.

Abstract Mark Examples:

6 Abstract Mark

Notes:



Logo Shape

Associated with so-ness, 
kindness, warmth, caring, fun, 

and friendliness

Circular or Free
Form Shapes

Associated with hardness, 
durability, power, innova;on, 

respect, and intelligence

Geometric
Shapes

These are exactly what they sound like. It’s when a brand uses a human 
figure, animal, or fictional character to portray a personality.

Sports teams, and food brands often use this type of logo.

Mascot Mark Examples:

7 Mascot Mark
Notes:

Brand Logo Shape and Style Considera:ons



Notes:

Retro and Vintage Logo Style

Modern and Minimalis6c Logo Style

Fun and Quirky Logo Style

Handcra=ed and Handmade Logo Style

Luxury and Upscale Logo Style



Red stands for excitement, passion and 
anger. It’s a great choice if your brand is 

loud, youthful and wants to stand out.

Orange is much less used than red, but it’s 
just as energetic. This is a vibrant, 

invigorating and playful color.

If you want to look accessible and friendly, 
yellow is the right choice. It gives off a 

cheerful, affordable and youthful energy.

Green is extremely versatile, and can 
really work for any brand. It’s especially 

perfect for anyone who wants to establish 
a connection to nature.

Blue is a very classic and common choice. 
It is calming, cool, and symbolizes 

trustworthiness and maturity.

Pink is great if you want if you’re going for 
girly. With multiple shades, pink can give 
your logo a grown up and cool, but still 

youthful and feminine look.

Brown works perfectly for rugged and 
masculine vintage logos. It can give your 

brand a handmade, unique, and aged look.

Black is a great choice for a sleek, modern 
and luxurious look. A minimalist black logo is 
the way to go if you want to keep it simple.

White is a great neutral color that looks 
modern and minimalistic. It works in 

combination with all other colors, but adds 
a clean, youthful, and economical touch.

Gray is the ultimate color if you want to 
achieve a mature, classic, and serious 

look. Darker shades look more mysterious, 
while lighter shades are more accessible.

Purple can be your ticket to looking 
luxurious. Depending on the shade, purple 
can be mysterious, eclectic, or feminine.

Notes:

Brand Logo Colors
Colors have certain emotions and ideas attached to them, so you want to be 
sure that the colors you select for your logo properly align with how you want 
your brand to be perceived.



2 colors: Opposite

Complimentary

3 colors: Side-by-Side

Analogous

3 colors: Equally spaced

Triadic

Notes:

Complementary colors lie directly across from each other on the color wheel.
They bring out the best in both colors and create a very dynamic look.

Analogous colors fall close to each other on the wheel.
If you want your logo colors to be harmonious, these will work well together.

Triadic colors draw from three equal sections on the color wheel.
Pick these for a stimulating and bold effect.

Serif fonts can make your logo look classic and high-end.

Serifs are the little “feet” at the end of letters, which make them look a little more 
old-fashioned. They are very versatile and look great with any kind of design, 
but work especially well with vintage, elegant or classic designs.

Serif Fonts

Sans-serif fonts are perfect for a modern and clean look.

They don’t have the little feet that serif fonts have which makes them look very 
sleek and simple. This works great for modern brands.

Sans Serif Fonts

Brand Logo Typography
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Script fonts are reminiscent of handwriting.

From elegant calligraphy fonts to relaxed and down-to-earth scripts, there is a 
huge variety out there. Use them to make your logo look more individualistic.

Script Fonts

Display fonts are decorative fonts that are highly stylized and really catch the 
eye. They are basically a design themselves.

Be careful though with display fonts, since the font itself can appear to be a 
logo, and become too busy if combined with other elements.

Display Fonts

9 Pro Logo Design Tips
Keep your logo design simple and clean, without too many small elements that 
may become difficult to see at a small size.

Remember that your logo is meant to appeal to your audience, and reflect your 
brand, not just sa=sfy your personal design taste.

Design your logo in vector format so it can be resized without losing quality.

Your logo should not only be legible in full color, but also in a single solid color.

Do not use photo imagery, or raster graphics in your logo.

Keep your logo to 2-3 colors max. Pay close aHen=on to the colors you are 
choosing, and the emo=ons that are aHached to them.

Choose a font type that aligns with the personality of your brand.

Don’t make your logo too trendy. You don’t want it to look dated in a few years.

Don’t be cheap with your logo designs, and don’t seHle for anything less than 
excellent. The extra investment now, will save you from huge headaches and a 
redesign in the future.
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Brand Logo Design Ques3onnaire
List your 5 favorite logo designs from brands NOT in your industry:

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

List your 5 favorite logo designs from brands in your industry:

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

What 5 words best describe your brand?

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

Who is your target audience?

What is important to your audience?

How would you like your audience to describe your brand if all they saw 
was your logo ?
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Which logo STYLES do you prefer?

Which logo TYPES do you prefer?

What color(s) would you like to include in your logo design?

What font types would you like to use in your logo design?

Luxury and Upscale

Wordmark Le4ermark Pictorial Mark Combina;on Mark

Emblem Mark Abstract Mark Mascot Mark

Retro and Vintage

Modern and Minimalis;c

Fun and Quirky

HandcraDed and Handmade

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

Purple

Pink

Brown

Black

White

Serif Sans Serif Script Display

Gray



Using the Google Fonts search tool: www.fonts.google.com
What are your 5 favorite fonts for your logo typography?

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

Notes:
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“Today it’s important to be present, 
be relevant and add value.”

Nick Besbeas



Notes:

BRAND COLORS
STAGE 6: Module 24

3 Ways Color Will Benefit Your Brand

In the ever expanding and crowded marketplace, color can become the 
primary identifier of your brand.

When done well, and executed consistently, your brand's color palette will 
allow your products to stand out from the competition, and continue to 
increase brand recognition.

Color Differen=ates Your Brand

The human brain processes visual content much faster than text.

Therefore, it is critical to the success of your brand that before you write a single 
line of marketing copy, you define your brand colors.

It’s the colors you choose that will visually communicate what you want to say, 
long before you are able to actually say it with words.

Not only will color allow the consumer to understand and comprehend your 
brand, but it will also grab their attention when strategically used to highlight 
elements in design, such as call-outs on product packaging, or call to action 
buttons on your website.

Color Increases Comprehension and Engagement

Colors have certain emotions, perceptions, and ideas attached to them. If you 
want to generate a particular emotion, or reinforce your brand's value, color can 
be a very effective way of expressing that.

Color Creates an Emo=onal Response

BRAND
COLORS COLORS
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Color Percep.ons and Emo.onal Connec.ons
We touched briefly on the emotional connection of colors in the last module 
when designing your logo.

Let’s review both the positive and negative responses to each color in greater 
detail, so you can get a better understanding of how color influences the minds 
and actions of the consumer.

Arguably the strongest and most intense of all the color options. Red is often 
used to get our attention or to signal danger.

It can be used to communicate anger, or express negativity, but it is also the 
color of heat, passion, love, and romance.

Red is a good choice for brands that are loud and want to stand out. It can be 
used as an attention color on your website, or an accent color on your product 
packaging.

RED is for passion, danger, and strength

POSITIVE RESPONSES
Power
Passion
Energy

Fearlessness
Strength

Excitement

NEGATIVE RESPONSES
Anger
Danger
Warning
Defiance
Aggression

Similar to red in that it stimulates feelings of excitement, energy, and warmth. 
Orange is often used to express value, playfulness, and innovation.

It can be used to attract attention in a less dramatic way than red.

Orange is a good choice for brands who are youthful, and want to promote 
energy and activity.

Orange is for vibrancy, confidence, and friendliness

POSITIVE RESPONSES
Courage

Confidence
Warmth

Innova>on
Friendliness

Energy

NEGATIVE RESPONSES
Depriva>on
Frustra>on
Frivolity

Immaturity
Ignorance

Sluggishness
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Typically used to express joy and positivity, yellow is considered one of the 
more difficult colors to interpret, because it also invokes feelings of caution 
and anxiety.

Depending on it’s application, yellow may even be used to portray fear
and cowardice.

Because it is a vibrant color, yellow can be difficult to work with when paired 
with white.

Yellow is a good choice for brands who are fun, vibrant, and are looking to 
grab people's attention.

Yellow is for happiness, op3mism, and warmth

POSITIVE RESPONSES
Op#mism
Warmth
Happiness
Crea#vity
Intellect

Extraversion

NEGATIVE RESPONSES
Irra#onality

Fear
Cau#on
Anxiety

Frustra#on
Cowardice

One of the easiest colors for our eyes to interpret, green is calming, and 
expresses feelings of freshness and growth.

It is often associated with nature and fertility, as well as wealth and stability.

Green is a good choice for brands who are eco friendly, organic, or 
sustainable, and want to show their connection to nature.

Green is for nature, freshness, and wealth

POSITIVE RESPONSES
Health
Hope

Freshness
Nature
Growth

Prosperity

NEGATIVE RESPONSES
Boredom
Stagna#on

Envy
Blandness
Enerva#on
Sickness



Notes:

As a cool and relaxing color, blue is the most popular color in the world and is 
the number one color used in corporate logo designs.

It is often used to express clarity, communication, intelligence,
and responsibility.

Like green, blue is also associated with nature because of its connection to the 
sky, oceans, and lakes.

Blue is a good choice for brands who want to be perceived as professional 
and trustworthy.

It is also a good choice for businesses whose focus is relaxation or therapy.

Blue is for security, trust, and dependability

POSITIVE RESPONSES
Trust
Loyalty

Dependability
Logic

Serenity
Security

NEGATIVE RESPONSES
Coldness
Aloofness
Emo:onless
Unfriendliness

Uncaring
Unappe:zing

A mix of the calmness of blue, and the boldness of red, Purple can be both 
warm or cool.

It is often associated with prestige, royalty, and wealth. 

Depending on the hue, and the dominance of either blue or red, purple can be 
both masculine or feminine.

Purple is a good choice for brands who are luxurious and sophisticated, but 
can also be used to express feminism by pairing it with pink.

Purple is for wisdom, luxury, and sophisDcaDon

POSITIVE RESPONSES
Wisdom
Luxury
Wealth

Spirituality
Imagina:ve

Sophis:ca:on

NEGATIVE RESPONSES
Introversion
Decadence
Suppression
Inferiority

Extravagance
Moodiness



Notes:

A natural color, that is linked to earth and agriculture, brown is a softer and 
warmer tone than black, but with the same seriousness.

It is often used to appeal to a masculin demographic, because of its 
dependable and practical characteristics.

Because of its earthy, wood, and leather traits, brown is a good choice for 
brands that cater to men, or when paired with green can work well for natural 
and organic brands.

Brown is for earthiness, masculinity, and authen7city

POSITIVE RESPONSES
Seriousness

Warmth
Earthiness
Reliability
Support

Authen5city

NEGATIVE RESPONSES
Humorlessness

Heaviness
Lack of sophis5ca5on

Sadness
Dir5ness

Conserva5veness

An incredibly versatile and powerful color, black absorbs energy and evokes 
exclusivity, elegance, and seriousness.

It works well as a background, or base color to emphasize brighter colors.

The absence of light gives black ominous and mysterious characteristics.

Black is a good option for modern or minimalistic brands who want to convey 
luxury, prestige, and power.

Black is for authority, power, and sophis7ca7on

POSITIVE RESPONSES
Security
Power

Elegance
Authority
Substance

NEGATIVE RESPONSES
Oppression

Coldness
Menace

Heaviness
Evil

Mourning



Notes:

Being the opposite color to black, white symbolizes innocence, clarity,
and sophistication.

It is often used to create space within logos and contrast in designs.

There are very few instances where white would not work well with
other colors.

It is a great choice for any brand to enhance the perception of space, and 
increase the clarity of designs.

White is for simplicity, cleanliness, and purityWhite is for simplicity, cleanliness, and purity

POSITIVE RESPONSES
Cleanness

Clarity
Purity

Simplicity
Sophis3ca3on

Freshness

NEGATIVE RESPONSES
Sterility

Coldness
Unfriendliness

Eli3sm
Isola3on

Emp3ness

A modern and sophisticated color, gray works well to balance other colors or 
to define negative space.

It’s positive connotations include formality, dependability, and seriousness.

Different shades of gray work well for website backgrounds, and are a good 
choice for brands who want a softer alternative to white and black.

Gray is for neutrality, reliability, and balance

POSITIVE RESPONSES
Timelessness

Neutrality
Reliability
Balance

Intelligence
Strength

NEGATIVE RESPONSES
Lack of confidence

Dampness
Depression
Hiberna3on

Lack of energy
Blandness



Notes:

How to Choose Your Brand Color Pale5e

STEP 1:  Get Inspired

STEP 2:  Experiment

There are several online color picker tools, and generators to help you begin 
to visualize how colors interact with each other.

Some of these resources allow you to type in a mood or emotion to get 
started. While others allow you to enter color codes or even upload a photo 
that will auto generate a color palette for you based on that image.

Now that you are inspired, just start playing around. Use the information you 
have already collected about your brand, and pair that with colors that support 
what you do and who you want to attract.

Experiment with monochromatic, analogous, and complementary pairings. Try 
both light and dark tones, pastels, bold and bright, muted and subtle.

Ask yourself how certain colors make you feel, and are these emotions an 
accurate representation of your brand?

Complementary Colors:
Complementary colors are pairs of colors which, when combined or mixed, cancel each other 
out (lose hue) by producing a grayscale color like white or black. When placed next to each 
other, they create the strongest contrast for those two colors. Complementary colors may also 
be called "opposite colors".

Analogous Colors:
Analogous colors are groups of three colors that are next to each other on the color wheel, 
and a tertiary. Red, orange, and red-orange are examples. The term analogous refers to 
having analogy, or corresponding to something in particular. An analogous color scheme 
creates a rich, monochromatic look.

Monochromatic Colors:
Monochromatic colors are all the colors of a single hue. Monochromatic color schemes are 
derived from a single base hue and extended using its shades, tones and tints. Tints are 
achieved by adding white and shades and tones are achieved by adding a darker color, grey 
or black.

Adobe Color: Color palette search and inspiration.

Adobe Capture CC: Helps you turn photos into color palettes.

Colorhexa: Provides information about any color.

Colorhunt.co: Hand-picked color palettes.

ColourLovers.com: A great site for color geeks.

Coolors.co: Color scheme generator.

Colors.lol: Curated color palette inspiration.

Paletton.com: Tool to create color palettes based on color theory.

Pantone Color Finder: Helps you locate specific Pantone colors.



STEP 3:  Define Your Primary, Accent Colors, and Suppor=ng Colors

PRIMARY BRAND COLOR
ENTER HEX VALUE:

2-3 ACCENT BRAND COLORS
ENTER HEX VALUE: ENTER HEX VALUE: ENTER HEX VALUE:

3-5 SUPPORTING BRAND COLORS
ENTER HEX VALUE: ENTER HEX VALUE: ENTER HEX VALUE:

ENTER HEX VALUE: ENTER HEX VALUE:

Brand Color Checklist

Is the color dis8nc8ve?

Is the color differen8ated from the compe88on?

Is the color appropriate for the business?

Does the color communicate the brand personality?

Will the color be sustainable?

Does the color have posi8ve connota8ons?

Will the color be memorable?

Will the color create recogni8on?

Does the color work on both white and black?

Can you achieve consistency across all media?

Have you tested the color on a range of monitors and devices?

Have you tested the color in print?

Notes:
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“Great typography heightens and 
enriches our knowledge of things 
and redefines the way we read”

Eddie Opara



Notes:

BRAND TYPOGRAPHY
STAGE 6: Module 25

Font Types
You’ve already learned about the different fonts types while designing your logo 
in module 23. But let’s review them once again so they are fresh in your mind.

BRAND
TYPOGRAPHY TYPOGRAPHY

Sans-serif fonts are perfect for a modern and clean look.

They don’t have the little feet that serif fonts have, which makes them look very 
sleek and simple. This works great for modern brands.

Sans Serif Fonts

Serif fonts can make your logo look classic and high-end.

Serifs are the little “feet” at the end of letters, which make them look a little more 
old-fashioned. They are very versatile and look great with any kind of design, 
but work especially well with vintage, elegant or classic designs.

Serif Fonts



Notes:

Script fonts are reminiscent of handwriting.

From elegant calligraphy fonts, to relaxed and down-to-earth scripts, there is a 
huge variety out there. Use them to make your logo look more individualistic.

Your brand's typography should be a natural extension of your logo and colors.

For example, the typefaces you choose should be influenced by the shape and 
style of your logo, so they compliment it and create a cohesive look.

Your typography and fonts should also support the personality and emotional 
connection derived from your brand colors.

Here are a few typography imperatives to keep in mind when researching type 
styles for your brand:

Script Fonts

Brand Typography Impera8ves

Just like your brand colors, typography has the ability to convey feelings 
and emotions.

So when choosing your typography, make sure that it supports your 
brand positioning, personality, and values.

1 It Conveys Feeling and Reflects Posi8oning

Your brand fonts will need to be available on a range of applications, 
both online and print.

For example, you may need to choose google font alternatives for your 
website that are similar to your primary brand fonts.

2 It Covers the Range of Applica8on Needs

Big, bold, blocky fonts may not be legible at small scale.

When choosing your fonts, specifically fonts that will be used for 
paragraph or subheading text, make sure you test them out at a variety 
of sizes.

3 It Works in a Range of Sizes



Notes:

Using your brand's color palette you defined in the last module, test out 
your font options using all your colors.

Specifically look at how your fonts appear in both high contrast and low 
contract applications.

4 It Works in Black, White, and Color

You don't want to look like the competition.

Take this opportunity to be creative and separate yourself from 
competitors, by choosing a typography style that allows you to stand out.

5 It Differs From the Compe==on

Your typopahy and fonts should support your logo and brand signature, 
not conflict with it, or look like an afterthought.

Always test out your font options next to your logo. I recommend writing 
your tagline in each font under your logo to see how it looks.

6 It’s Compa=ble With the Signature

The style of typography, the line weight, the curvatures and spacing 
should define and support the brand’s personality.

For example, if your brand is young and playful, you would obviously 
design a logo and choose colors that support that personality.

So, it only makes sense that you also do the same with your typography, 
to further enhance the brand experience

7 It Has Personality

Some highly successful brands have become recognizable just by their 
brand typography. This will only happen through consistency over time.

So be sure that when choosing your fonts, you keep in mind where you 
intend your brand to go in the future.

You don’t want to choose a trendy font today, just to realize that it 
cannot sustain your visual identity in the future.

8 It’s Sustainable

Your brand strategy and loyalty starts within your company.

Just like your brand's personality and colors, your typography should 
reflect your internal culture and the vision and values your brand 
promises to deliver.

9 It Reflects Your Culture



Notes:
4 Tips For Choosing Brand Typography 

TIP 1:  Where to Find Typefaces

When choosing where to find your brand typefaces, you have 3 options.

You can download free open source typefaces, you can purchase 
professionally designed typefaces, or you can hire a lettering artist to design a 
typeface specifically for your brand.

PROS: Open source fonts are are free, readily available, and can be used on 
several platforms.

CONS: Open Source fonts can be poorly designed, they sometimes look 
generic, they may not include all characters, and they could be limited when it 
comes to weight options.

Open Source Typeface

Font Squirrel
Font Library
Fon1ace Ninja
Google Fonts
Open Foundry
My Fonts

www.fontsquirrel.com
www.fontlibrary.org
www.fonts.ninja
fonts.google.com
www.open-foundry.com
www.myfonts.com

PROS: Professionally designed fonts provide a great variety of choices, and the 
fonts are often high quality.

CONS: Professionally designed fonts can be expensive, and if you have 
multiple designers working on multiple platforms, you will most likely require 
several licenses for each of the fonts within the type family.

Professionally Designed Paid Typefaces
Fonts.com
FontShop
Linotype Library of Fonts
Adobe Fonts

www.fonts.com
www.fontshop.com
www.linotype.com
www.fonts.adobe.com

PROS: Custom Typfaces are unique and separates you from the competition.

CONS: Custom Typefaces are typically very expensive and requires a huge 
time commitment.

Custom Designed Typefaces
BitFontMaker
Fontstruct
Glyphs
Robofont
MCKL Type
Commercial Type
OH no Type Co
Delve Fonts

www.pentacom.jp
www.fontstruct.com
www.glyphsapp.com
www.robofont.com
www.mckltype.com
www.commercialtype.com
www.ohnotype.co
www.delvefonts.com



Notes:

TIP 2:  Narrow Down Your Choices

Try not to get overwhelmed by the abundance of typeface options available.

Start by determining what type and style of font best represents your brand’s 
personality and message. Then simply eliminate the rest.

Choose 15-20 Fonts

FONT OPTION 1:

FONT OPTION 2:

FONT OPTION 3:

FONT OPTION 4:

FONT OPTION 5:

FONT OPTION 6:

FONT OPTION 7:

FONT OPTION 8:

FONT OPTION 9:

FONT OPTION 10:

FONT OPTION 11:

FONT OPTION 12:

FONT OPTION 13:

FONT OPTION 14:

FONT OPTION 15:

FONT OPTION 16:

FONT OPTION 17:

FONT OPTION 18:

FONT OPTION 19:

FONT OPTION 20:



Notes:

Narrow that list down to your top 5-10 by taking a closer look at each
individual typeface.

While auditing each typeface, here are a few questions to ask yourself.

If more than 4 of the answers are NO to any of the typefaces, it should be 
eliminated from your list.

Font Audit Ques/onnaire

Does this typeface help the brand stand out from the compe//on?

Can this typeface be used for all applica/ons?

Does this typeface work in print and on the web?

Will this typeface look great on a website, banner ad, product packaging, etc?

Does this typeface include all the characters I need?

Will this typeface grow with the brand, or is it too trendy?

Is this typeface available in mul/ple sizes and weights?

Does this typeface compliment other elements of the brand's iden/ty?

Is this typeface legible? Are all the characters well formed?

Does this typeface work well at a small scale?

Are the characters of this typeface dis/nc/ve?
For example, do the I’s, lowercase L’s, and 1’s look similar?

YES NO

List Your 5-10 Remaining Font Op/ons

FONT OPTION 1:

FONT OPTION 2:

FONT OPTION 3:

FONT OPTION 4:

FONT OPTION 5:

FONT OPTION 6:

FONT OPTION 7:

FONT OPTION 8:

FONT OPTION 9:

FONT OPTION 10:



Notes:

TIP 3:  Create Font Pairings

TIP 4:  Define Your Typography Hierarchy

Take your remaining 5-10 fonts and start pairing up your options to see how 
well they support each other.

Font Pairing Resources:

Now that you have selected your final 2-3 typefaces, the next step is to create 
your type hierarchy.

This is where you choose which of your typefaces will be used for heading, 
subheading, bullet points, and paragraph text.

This also includes defining what sizes and weights you will use for
each application.

I will walk you through this process, step-by step, in upcoming modules when 
we build your visual brand guidelines.

This pairing and investigation process will take some time to narrow down your 
options to your final 2-3 brand typefaces.

Font Pair
Font Joy
Flipping Typical
IDEO Font Map
Typetester
TypeWonder

www.fontpair.co
www.fontjoy.com
www.flippingtypical.com
www.fontmap.ideo.com
www.typetester.org
www.typewonder.com

List Your Final 2-3 Brand Typefaces

BRAND TYPEFACE 1:

BRAND TYPEFACE 2:

BRAND TYPEFACE 3:



Brand Typography Hierarchy
When defining your brand typography, you’re not just choosing a few fonts, 
you’re creating an enjoyable user experience by designing a system that makes 
your content easier to consume.

The arrangement and hierarchy of how you use your typography will affect your 
brand’s visual identity, and how it impacts the customer.

That means developing a structure to your typography that includes headers, 
subheaders, paragraph text, body copy, bullet points, and any other text 
elements that you may need both online and offline

Notes:
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“The essen(al test of design is 
how well it assists the 

understanding of the content, 
not how stylish it is.”

Edward Tu)e



Notes:

BRAND GRAPHICS
STAGE 6: Module 26

Designing Your Brand’s “Look and Feel”

Photography and Imagery

A brand's “look and feel” is the visual style that makes a brand distinctive and 
immediately recognizable.

It is the composition of colors, typography, photos, icons, infographics, video, 
and data visuaizations, working together to create a memorable experience 
that resonates in the mind of the consumer.

Every component of your visual identity should work together to unify and 
distinguish your brand.

Photos and images can be extremely powerful and influential. They play a 
critical role in how your brand is perceived by the consumer.

The photos you use should accurately represent your brand’s purpose, vision, 
values, and personality. More importantly, they should reflect the values and 
personality of your customers.



Notes:
Iconography
Icons are small graphics that quickly and easily communicate information. The 
goal of icons is clarity and understanding. They are simple visual cues to 
enhance comprehension.

Keep the style basic and consistent. Your icons should look the same, and 
support your brands design style.

Illustra2on and Infographics
Illustrations can be a very effective way to visually display your content, and 
demonstrate what your business does.

They can be simple graphics like your icons, or complex infographics that 
visually describe processes, or the inner workings of your products.

Your illustrations and inforgraphics should always use your brand colors, and 
reflect your brand’s personality.

Data Visualiza2on
Data visualizations are graphical representations of data.

They are often designs that show numbers, charts, and graphs, in a visual 
format that is easy to comprehend and understand.

Creating these graphics using your brand colors, fonts, and style is a great 
way to increase brand consistency and the comprehension of the data.



Defining Your Brand’s “Look and Feel”
Your brand’s “look and feel” is directly connected to your brand’s personality. 
To help you design your brand style, restate the 5 adjectives that represent the 
personality traits you defined in module 17:

1

2

3

4

5

Notes:
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”Design is the silent ambassador 
of your brand.”

Paul Rand



Notes:

BRAND GUIDELINES
STAGE 6: Module 27

Benefits of Brand Guidelines

Brand guidelines will ensure that every visual component of your brand 
uses the same logo placement, colors, typography, and graphic style. 
These elements will imprint visual cues onto the consumer, and build 
brand recognition.

1 Consistency

When you create, distribute, and enforce well documented brand 
guidelines to every employee in your business, it’s not just your creative 
team that is responsible for quality control. Brand guidelines allow your 
designers to clearly communicate your brand to the consumer.

2 Quality Control

Well developed and documented brand guidelines allow your designers 
to clearly communicate your brand to the consumer. When a customer is 
able to easily relate to your personality, comprehend what you do, and 
understand how it will benefit them, they will be more likely to purchase 
your products or services.

3 Comprehension



5 Recogni)on

INCLUDE:
Logo
Wordmark
Tagline
Title

INCLUDE:
Company Background / History
Brand Purpose
Brand Vision
Brand Mission
Brand Values

Notes:

When a potential customer sees something that is well designed and 
looks professional, they will automatically perceive that product or brand 
as a higher quality than a poorly designed product. This perception will 
gain the trust of the consumer.n If you can gain a consumer's trust, you 
may also acquire a sale.

4 Trust

Create Your Visual Brand Guidelines

STEP 1:  Cover Page

STEP 2:  About Page

Brand guidelines help your business deliver a cohesive brand 
experience, and make it easier for people to recognize your content. 
This recognition will provide a positive consumer experience, and 
develop loyal brand advocates.



Notes:
Provide a brief background/history of your organiza7on:

What is your Brand Purpose?:

What is your Brand Vision?:

What is your Brand Mission?:

What are your Brand Values?:



Notes:

STEP 3:  Target Customer

INCLUDE:
Age
Gender
Rela+onship status
Loca+on
Income
Number of children
Educa+on
Pain Points
Wants & Needs
What do they hate?
How would they hear about you?

Age:

Gender:

Rela,onship Status:

Loca,on:

Income:

Number of Children:

Educa,on:

Pain Points:

Wants & Needs: 

What do they hate?:

How would they hear about you?:



Notes:

STEP 4:  Master Logo, Logo Varia5ons, Logo Usage, and Symbols



Notes:

STEP 5:  Brand Typography

INCLUDE:
Heading Font
Sub Heading Fonts
Paragraph Fonts

What are your Brand Fonts?:



STEP 6:  Brand Colors

INCLUDE:
Primary Colors
Secondary Colors
A2en3on Colors
*Provide HEX, RGB, CMYK codes

HEX: RGB: CMYK:

What are your Brand Colors?:

Notes:
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“Too many companies want their 
brands to reflect some idealised, 
perfected image of themselves. 
As a consequence, their brands 

acquire no texture, no character, 
and no public trust.”

Richard Branson



Notes:

BRAND TOUCHPOINTS
STAGE 7: Module 28

Brand Touchpoints
Touchpoints are places where a brand can communicate to the consumers.

Touchpoints allow customers to have experiences every time they “touch” any 
part of the product, service, or organization, across multiple channels and various 
points in time.

These touchpoints help brands maintain a prominent presence in the
minds of consumers.

Therefore, you should take the opportunity to increase brand awareness and 
build loyalty with every single form of contact a customer has with your brand.

Websites

Newsle*ers

Business forms

Signage

Packaging

Exhibits

Proposals

Emails

Voicemails

Publica>ons

Apps

Le*erheads

Business cards

Billboards

Vehicles

Products

Speeches

Presenta>ons

Video

Mobile

Word of mouth

Trade shows

Direct mail

Public rela>ons

Podcasts

Social networks

Sales promo>ons

Adver>sements



By consistently creating content that is valuable to your target 
demographic, you are able to promote your brand through industry 
updates, news articles, top 10 lists, or anything else that your audience 
may be interested in, and searching for.

This constant source of new online traffic provides you unlimited 
opportunities to brand your blog post with your visual identity.

If you are willing to put in the time and effort to produce engaging 
content every week, then you will discover, over time, that more and 
more people will be positively interacting with your brand.

Notes:
Top Brand Touchpoints

Your website is typically the first place a customer will visit to determine 
if the products or services you offer are right for them.

That is why it is critical that your website not only functions properly, but 
also strategically engages with the visitor, so they can easily consume 
your content, and connect with your brand.

It must also be visually appealing on an emotional level by utilizing the 
brand specific colors, fonts, images, and graphics that you designed in 
your visual identity.

You want your website to be an enjoyable and memorable experience 
that engages with the visitor, and offers them the opportunity to
establish a connection.

It’s this connection, through the use of your brand strategy, that will build 
brand recognition, brand equity, and cultivate a loyal brand advocate.

Website

In 2020 there were 3.19 billion people actively using social networks for 
an average of 2 hours and 24 minutes per day.

That’s a lot of time, and a lot of eyeballs to see your brand as they scroll 
through their mobile feeds.

With that amount of opportunity, it should be extremely obvious that 
social media should be one of your top ranked brand touchpoints
to invest in.

Social Media

Blog



Notes:

Environmental experiences include everything from your visual displays, 
your wall graphics, your lighting, audio and music, and perhaps even 
scents that may support your brand personality or products.

Not only should the brand be experienced through the customers' 
senses like sight and sound, but also through interaction with the 
employees. This includes how the employees dress, how they interact 
with customers, the tone they use, and their language.

In Store Experience

Advertising will attract a cold audience, pull them in, and make them 
aware of your products or services. 

However, this can only be effective if you are targeting the correct 
people. So be sure to revisit module 14 where you defined
your audience.

Once you know who to place your ads in front of, it will be the job of your 
creative team to design ads that connect with them on an emotional 
level, using your brand strategy and visual identity.

Adver4sing

Consistently sending out email communications with valuable 
information and industry news is an effective way to not only stay 
connected, but also provides you with the opportunity to further present 
your brand.

Incorporate your brand’s voice and messaging in the emails subject line 
and content. Also, use your brand logo, colors, typography, and any 
other on-brand visual elements to increase your brand's recognition.

Email

Everything that your business produces should be branded with your 
logo, colors, typography, personality, style, tagline, and messaging.

This includes t-shirts, pens, travel cups, hats, wristbands, mugs, golf 
balls, pins, mouse pads, stationary, stickers, magnets, the list is endless.

Branded Promo4onal Merchandise

Complementary resources like digital downloads, training videos, 
product samples, and even discount codes or coupons, are an influential 
way for potential customers to become aware of your brand.

These easily accessible, and complementary resources can be a soft 
entry point for the consumer to further engage with your brand once they 
have determined that it is safe, trustworthy, and valuable.

Valuable Complementary Resources



Notes:
Brand Touchpoints Strategy

STEP 1:  Iden:fy and Improve Exis:ng Touchpoints

Does it clearly represent the brand?

Is it memorable?

Does it mo:vate the customer to take ac:on?

What is your first impression of it?

Does it fit in your brand strategy?

Is the design consistent with your visual iden:ty?

Does it provide a posi:ve and enjoyable experience?

STEP 2:  Develop New Touchpoints

STEP 3:  Learn From Customers and Think Like the Customers

Your first step in developing and designing highly effective brand touchpoints, is 
to identify which touchpoints you currently have implemented in the marketplace, 
and improve on them.

Once you have defined your existing brand touchpoints, ask yourself these 
questions:

Once you have improved, and elevated the experience of your existing brand 
touchpoints, it’s time to really put your brand out there, and build excitement by 
creating new opportunities.

Begin by reviewing the top 7 most effective brand touchpoints I discussed early 
and determine if your business is missing any of those.

Survey your customers to identify what they need from you.

Keep track of what makes your customers love you.

Draw your customers closer by developing personal touchpoints 
that appeal to their personalities.

Find out what services your customers like about other brands.

If you receive negative feedback on any of your touchpoints, be 
proactive about fixing it quickly with the customer's reaction mind.

When developing new, or modifying existing touchpoints, always 
think about how it can benefit the customer.

If you answer NO to any of these questions, begin by addressing each of these 
individual problems first, using your newly developed brand strategy and visual 
identity, before moving on to developing new touchpoints.

YES NO



STEP 4:  Learn From Other Brands

STEP 5:  Make Touchpoints User Friendly

STEP 6:  Stay True to Your Brand

Take a look at your competition to determine what their best performing 
touchpoints are.

See where their clients are hanging out, and learn how you can improve on what 
they are doing and perform better.

Next, take a look at other influential brands outside of your industry and see how 
they are using their brand touchpoints to engage and impact their audience.

Whenever and wherever a potential customer comes into contact with your 
brand, whether it’s on your website, your facebook page, a magazine article, a 
video ad, within your store, or talking to a team member, you want them to have 
an enjoyable, hassle free experience.

This enjoyable experience can be accomplished through both your visual design, 
and the process.

You are building brand recognition, so it is critical that all your designs are 
consistently following your visual brand guideline that you defined in the
previous module.

Not only should designs remain on brand, but also your brand messaging, voice, 
and personality.

Your brand's identity, both visual and physiological, will imprint an emotional 
connection into the minds of the consumer through each touchpoint, so be sure 
that everything you create is on brand.

List Your Top Performing Touchpoints

List The Touchpoints You Need to Develop

Notes:
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“People relate to people, and if 
your brand feels like people, 

they’ll relate to you, too.”
Laura Busche
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HOW TO WRITE A CREATIVE BRIEF
STAGE 7: Module 29

Crea6ve Brief

Benefits of a Crea6ve Brief

A creative brief is the foundation for any marketing campaign or design project.

It establishes the guidelines for the entire project.

It includes the project’s overview, direction, mission, goals, challenges, audience, 
messaging, competitive advantage, timeline, specifications, success metrics, and 
key stakeholders.

Essentially, the creative brief describes the “what”, or objectives of the project, 
and the “how”, or the creative approach, to achieve it.

Outline and clarify the goals and objec5ves of each project your 
company produces.

Provide all the per5nent informa5on about the project that your en5re 
crea5ve team needs to effec5vely produce the best on-brand designs.

Give all the stakeholders responsible for comple5ng the project the 
opportunity to provide their input, advice, and opinions.

Keep everyone on the same page by ar5cula5ng the facts of the 
project, the requirements, and the 5meline.
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Increase ownership by defining the individual responsibili7es of each 
department and team member. 

Clarify the brand strategy, and allow the crea7ve team to accurately 
design around the brand guidelines.

Help avoid scope creep by properly defining and documen7ng the en7re 
project before work begins. 

Offer inspira7on and give your team a star7ng point to brainstorm ideas.

Steps to Wri-ng Your Crea-ve Brief

This doesn't have to be anything special, just something unique to this 
task or campaign that your team can use to identify the project.1 Name Your Crea-ve Brief

Use this as a refresher for your internal creative team, or as an 
onboarding tool to get external contractors up to speed about
your brand. 

Everyone who is working on any design project within your organization 
should know your brand’s purpose, vision, mission, and values.

2 Provide a Company Background

Sum up the basics of the design project, marketing campaign, or product 
launch.

Whether it’s a website, banner ad, social media campaign, or package 
design, you need to describe exactly what is required.

3 Give an Overview

Write a short paragraph or two about the challenges or problems that 
your project aims to solve. Give more detail on how the project will
offer a solution.

The goal is to help your team understand the project's expectations.

So be sure to emphasize why this project needs to happen.

Identify any challenges that the team may encounter, and explain what a 
successful outcome would look like, and how it will benefit the company.

4 Outline The Objec-ve
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With any project, you need to set specific deadlines for completion.

Be strict on the deadlines and monitor the progress closely, but also be 
patient and a little flexible when leading your creative team.

Remember, they will most likely need more time than you expect to 
produce their best work. Great design cannot be expedited.

7 Set a Timeline

Detail who you are trying to reach. Understand who they are, what they 
want, how they want to be spoken to, and their personality.

Start with the basics and define their age, gender, income, interests, 
aspirations, habits, beliefs, lifestyle, frustrations, and aspirations.

By providing this data it will help your creative team design with the 
target customer in mind.

8 Target The Audience

Provide your team with a list of what needs to be produced, and 
delegate each task to the appropriate department or team member.

Be sure that each individual understands their role, what is expected of 
them, and what they need to deliver in order to make the
project a success.

5 Define The Deliverables

Provide any specific size or orientation requirements. For example, a 
banner ads width and height, or perhaps a preferred coding language or 
development platform for a website.

6 List The Specifica@ons

Your competition plays a huge role in how you present your brand, 
and the impact it will make. Use the creative brief to describe the 
key competitors and their marketing tactics.

Restate their weaknesses so your creative team can use this 
valuable information to design effective strategies to beat them in 
the marketplace.

9 Look at the Compe@@on
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Specify how you would like to communicate. Include the adjectives or 
feelings that might influence your approach.

Clarified your brand's voice, position, and messaging. 

By providing your creative team with the personality and tone of your 
brand, you will inspire them to create designs that reflect and attract the 
desired audience.

10 Express Tone & Personality

List a few channels or platforms that you plan to use to distribute 
your new product or campaign, as well as any promotional content 
you plan to create.

Think about your target audience, and tell your design team who the 
customer is, and where they will be experiencing your brand.

11 Explain The Distribu:on

Provide your creative team with some inspiration to help get
them started. 

This could be designs from competitors, or designs from other brands 
that share the same personality and design style as your brand.

12 Offer Inspira:on

Tips to Wri:ng Your Crea:ve Brief

TIP 1:  Assume They Know Nothing

Just because you may think that something is a small detail or common 
knowledge, doesn’t mean it’s obvious or not important to someone else. You’d be 
surprised how often seemingly irrelevant information to you is actually quite 
pertinent to someone else.

To be safe, always try to include everything a person would need to know if they 
were just brought on to the project. The more comprehensive the brief, the 
better-prepared everyone will be.
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TIP 2:  Keep It Brief

Too much information can be worse than no information. Try to find a balance 
between giving your team everything they need, without overwhelming them with 
too much information. 

Provide the relevant information formatted in a clear hierarchy that is simple to 
understand, and easy for your creative team to digest. Be thorough, but only 
include what’s necessary. 

You want them to be inspired quickly, so they can get to work as soon as 
possible without having to filter through complex information.

TIP 3:  Let It Be Your Guide

Don't forget about your creative brief once the project has begun. It should 
always be front and center, as your guide, throughout the duration of the project.

To avoid scope creep, review your brief at every stage of the creative process to 
make sure you and your team are still on track.

Write Your Crea;ve Brief
Title Your Crea-ve Brief:
This may be the project name, campaign name, or other shorthand

Provide a Brief Company Background:
State your brand’s purpose, vision, mission, and values.
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Provide an Overview of the Project:
What is the purpose or incen/ve for this campaign or project?

Outline The Objec7ve:
Clearly detail the main goals you hope to achieve.

Define The Deliverables:
What will your team need to produce?

List The Specifica7ons:
What are the dimensions, size requirements, coding language, etc?

Define The Project Timeline:
When will each stage of the project be due, and when does the final product need to be completed?

Define The Audience:
Who will you target with this project or campaign? 

Define The Compe77on:
Who are your compe/tors for this project or compaign? 



Define The Tone and Personality:
Specify how you would like to communicate. Include the adjec7ves or feelings that might influence your approach.

Define The Value Proposi6on:
Describe your differen7a7ng a@ributes/benefits. These should be unique to the brand, product, or service.

Clarify The Audience Percep6on:
What is the audience’s current percep7on of the brand, knowledge level, etc.? How do you hope to influence this? 

Explain The Distribu6on:
How will this project or campaign be delivered?

Provide Inspira6on:
Include any per7nent content, resources, reading, or viewing materials.

Addi6onal Considera6ons:

Notes:
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“Branding is the process of 
connec2ng good strategy with 

good crea2vity.”
Marty Neumeier
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PRINT VS. DIGITAL DESIGN
STAGE 7: Module 30

Print Design
Print design is anything where the end product is physical.

The design is often created on the computer using digital design tools, but it is 
then printed onto a material, like paper, cardboard, or plastic. 

Examples are books, newspapers, periodicals, invitations, flyers, brochures, 
business cards, clothing, packaging, containers, banners, billboards, posters, 
stickers, or marketing materials.

Digital Design
Digital design is any presentation or design that will be viewed on a digital
platform or device.

With almost infinite screen sizes, orientations, and devices available, great 
consideration and planning goes into digital design because of the extensive variety 
of media that it can be designed for.

Examples of digital designs include websites, motion graphics, banner ads, social 
media graphics, presentations, email graphics, animation, ebooks, and infographics.
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The Differences Between Print & Digital Design

PRINT DIGITAL

• CMYK - Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black.
• PMS - Pantone Matching System.
• Color correctness is easier to control.

• Limited by prinAng surface space.
• Must meet certain standard parameters such as
    margins and bleeds.
• Everything must be visible.

• Limited by screen size on device.
• More available space through use of scrolling
    and interacAve capabiliAes.

Layout, Arrangement, and Size

• Engage more senses other than just visuals.
• Enhance the tacAle sensaAon of interacAng with
    the print piece through embossing, textured
    elements, coaAngs, and even scented inks.
• Physically interact with printed piece.

• Leverage technology to create incredibly
    immersive mulAmedia experiences.
• E-books and digital presentaAons can be
    great experiences.
• Ability to add moving images or audio.

InteracCon, Experience, and PercepCon

• Needs to be large enough to read.
• Content needs to fit within printable space.

• Not all fonts available in web format.

Fonts and Typography

• RGB - Red, Green, Blue.
• HEX
• Each monitor will display color differently.

Color

CMYK

SUBTRACTIVE
Used For Print Media

RGB

ADDITIVE
Used For Digital and Web Media



• Books needs to open, pages need to flip, and
   brochures need to be folded.

• Interac:ve naviga:on menues.
• Requires mul:ple varia:ons to accommodate
    all display sizes and devices.
• Must be responsive and mobile friendly.
• Must be compa:ble with all browsers and
    opera:ng systems.

Usability, Naviga.on, and Compa.bility

• Once a physical piece has been designed and
    sent to print, the designer is done, and the
    project is complete.
• Revisions or edits will require a full
    redesign and reprint.

• Content can be changed at any :me.
• Can easily perform A/B tests to determine
    the best approach.
• Content can change based on the specific
    visitor and audience.
•  Content can change based on user interac:on.

Sta.c vs Dynamic Content

• DPI - Dots Per Inch
• 300+ DPI Resolu:on

• PPI - Pixels Per Inch
• 72 PPI Resolu:on

Resolu.on

• JPG in CMYK Format
• PNG - with transparency op:on
• EPS
• TIFF
• PDF
• PSD
• AI

• JPG in RGB Format
• PNG - with transparency op:on
• GIF
• SVG
• PDF

File Type

Notes:
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“The power of the brand is not in the 
name but what has been invested in 

that name over the years.”
Bernard Kelvin 
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THE DESIGN PROCESS
STAGE 7: Module 31

The Design Process
The following steps, if followed properly, will allow your creative team to complete 
any design project with confidence, knowing that the end product will achieve the 
goals defined in the creative brief.

STEP 1:  Review The Crea=ve Brief

STEP 2:  Do Research and Get Inspired

The first step is to review the creative brief to determine exactly what needs to be 
designed, and what are the goals.

In other words, what will make the project a success?

After you know what needs to be done, make a list of questions you have about 
the project.

• What resources will the designers need?
• Is the timeline achievable?
• What team members or departments need to be involved?
• Is this project even necessary based on the brand vision?
• What challenges could occur?
• How can you make this project better?

Once you are clear on the project's objective, and all your questions have been 
answered to your satisfaction, continue to step 2.

The next step is to gather as much information as possible to help influence
and inspire design decisions.

To help consolidate and structure the research process, let's break it down
into 4 phases.
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PHASE 1: Secondary Resources
Books, magazines, and websites not associated with your business, brand 
or compe8tors

PHASE 2: Primary Resources
Sources of inspira8on that apply directly to you. For example, your visual 
brand guidelines, your compe88on, or successful projects that you have 
already completed.

PHASE 3: Ac:on Inspira:on
Start to experiment with some design ideas based on your research so far. 
This is VERY broad strokes, nothing refined at this point.

PHASE 4: Personal Inspira:on
This is anything personal that helps you get inspired. It may not even be 
design related. It could be a walk in the woods to clear your mind, or a 
conversa8on with a mentor who can help focus your thoughts.

STEP 3:  Revise The Crea:ve Brief

STEP 4:  Brainstorm

STEP 5:  Generate Ideas

Revisit the original creative brief and revise it based on your findings.

This is not meant to be a complete rewrite, just small tweaks based on your initial 
questions and market research.

It is important that your creative brief is up to date and accurate so your team has 
all the correct and most recent information before they begin.

Gather your entire creative team, as well as any other key stakeholders involved in 
the project, and have a collaborative brainstorming session.

The goal here is to put pen to paper (or whatever method works best for you) and 
spontaneously generate some creative ideas to solve the problem.

Doing this in an open forum, with the entire team, will create the best environment 
and opportunity for the greatest ideas to be presented.

Make it clear to your team that there are no bad ideas. Not all of them will be 
brilliant, but you may find some diamonds in the rough that you never considered.

Take the ideas that you generated during your brainstorming sessions, and sketch 
out how these ideas might look.

Keep these sketches really simple and separate all the individual elements. You 
will refine and combine these preliminary visual ideas later on.

Repeat this several times. The goal is to generate as many sketches as you can, 
as quickly as possible. Eventually you will begin gaining an idea of how you want 
your design to take shape.
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STEP 6:  Design Concepts

STEP 7:  Refine the Design Concepts

STEP 8:  Choose The Final Concept

STEP 9:  Design

STEP 10:  Review and Get Feedback

Launch your preferred design application, and begin to design some concepts.

Aim to achieve 5-10 concepts based on the requirements of the project.

These are not final designs at this point, just an evolution from your sketches 
where you begin to apply your brand colors, typography, graphics, and style.

This is also a good time to go back and review your creative brief to verify that you 
and your team are still on track to achieve the original goal.

Self-critique your 5-10 design concepts to see if they exceed the requirements of 
the brief, and fulfill the project goals.

• Compare it to your market research.
• Is it applicable to your target audience?
• Does it stand out enough amongst the competition? 

Narrow down the concepts to your top 2-4 designs. Take these top designs and 
refine them even more.

It’s time to make the big decision. Review your creative brief once more time and 
choose which design concept best hits all the marks.

Take your final approved concept and desgin the final product.

Get feedback about the design from the team and all the stakeholders involved.

When presenting this final design be sure to restate the goals, and explain the 
decisions that were made at each stage, so that everyone understands the choices 
made and why the design looks like it does.

Allow everyone to give their honest opinions and feedback.

Of course, you may not always agree with what they say, but take everything that 
is said as constructive.
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Evaluate all the feedback you received from the design review and make some 
decisions about what needs to change, and what does not need to change.

Remember, not all the individual opinions will be valid. You need to manage the 
design change requests based on the scope of the creative brief.

If the request does not fulfill, or add to the goal of the creative brief, it should not be 
applied to the design.

Take this time to revise and refine the design into its final output.

If your design project is a web page design, now is the time where you would begin 
the development stage.

This is the process of taking your static page design and building it out into an 
interactive web page.

Now that your final design has been completed or your website has been 
developed, it’s time for the first round of testing.

If this is a graphic design or print project, critique and proof the design before
going to print.

Check the grammar and spelling of text content, confirm that all the colors and 
fonts are on-brand, and make sure the layout is visually pleasing.

If this is a digital web design project, test each web page on multiple browsers and 
operating systems to confirm that all content is displaying properly.

Test all links, menus, and buttons to make sure they are all linked correctly.

Verify that all brand colors, fonts, logos, and styles are consistent with the visual 
brand guidelines.

Document everything, and fix any errors you find in the design or functionality.

Once all the errors, mistakes, and broken links have been fixed, it’s time to either 
launch a beta version of your website, or print a proof of your design.

Be sure to work with the printer who will be producing your final product, so that 
you receive an actual representation of the paper stock, colors, texture, binding, 
and any other special print applications that are required.

If this is an online project, use a staging environment on the actual platform and 
server that your final website will be hosted on. This will allow a seamless transition 
later when you are ready to go live.

STEP 11:  Revise and Refine the Design

STEP 11.5:  Development

STEP 12:  Test and Cri?que - Round 1

STEP 13:  Beta Launch or Print a Proof



Do one final test and critique before it’s time to go live or go to final production 
print. Test, test, and re-test everything again.

For printed designs, this is your last chance to make any edits or fixes before
it’s too late.

For web designs, you will always have the flexibility to fix and make edits at any 
time. However, you still want your official launch to go as smoothly as possible.

STEP 14:  Test and Cri2que - Round 2

Well, that's about it. If you have followed this design process, then you are now 
ready to pull the trigger with confidence.

So go ahead and send that amazing design to the printer, or push that key and 
launch your new website.

STEP 15:  Go Live or Go To Final Print

Notes:
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“Your culture is your brand.”
Tony Hsieh
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WEB PAGE LAYOUT
STAGE 7: Module 32

Types of Web Page Layouts

Z Pa;ern Layout

Building a web page layout is the first step in designing your website, and will 
serve as the foundation for the entire design.

It will determine how your content is communicated, received, and how well it will 
impact, and influence the visitor.

To help you choose the best structure for your website, here are 10 of the most 
effective and commonly used web page layouts. 

Z pattern web page layouts are great for businesses that require minimal amounts 
of text copy, and have a specific purpose or conversion goal to offer.

1 2

3 4

WEB PAGE LAYOUT
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F Pa+ern Layout

F Pattern web page layouts are great for text heavy web pages like blog posts 
or lengthy product descriptions.

1

3 4

2

5

Full Screen Image Layout

Full Screen Image web page layouts are great for service businesses like 
restaurants, wellness companies, or businesses that have a few niche 

products that they want to boldly display.

1

1 2

Split Screen Layout

Split screen web page layouts are great for businesses that want to separate 
significantly different types of content, or businesses that want to evenly 

combine both visual and text content.
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1
2

Asymmetrical Layout

Asymmetrical web page layouts are great for modern and contemporary 
brands who are interested in presenting an innovative style.

1

Single Column Layout

Single column web page layouts are great for businesses that need to display 
large amounts of content in a chronological order, like blogs or media feeds.

1

2 3

Boxed Layout

Boxed web page layouts are great for businesses that need to display 
large amounts of content or features that require additional pages to 

provide more information.
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Cards Layout

Card web page layouts are great for businesses that offer an online store, and 
need to organize their products or services.

Magazine Layout

Magazine web page layouts are great for content heavy businesses like news 
websites, or online publications.

Horizontal Row Layout

Horizontal row web page layouts are great for businesses that need to present 
large amounts of content in a long scroll. They also work well to present all the 

information as a journey, without having to break the user's attention.
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Web Page Layout Pro Tips

Using empty space will draw the viewer's attention towards an object or 
content of greater importance.

For example, if a designer places a black square next to a white square, 
the black square will outweigh the white, and the human eye will be 
drawn towards the black side of the page.

1 Use Nega6ve Space to Create Visual Impact

By aligning and separating sections of content on a page that have the 
same weight and visual impact gives the impression of stability, balance, 
and structure.

Balanced layouts are also easily scannable, so the viewer can quickly 
interpret and understand the content.

2 Create Visual Balance and Symmetry 

When designers use high contrast colors, oversized typefaces, or bold 
imagery, the viewer has no choice but to be drawn towards the object 
that is demanding the most visual tension.

This can be especially useful when you need to emphasize an element 
as quickly as possible.

3 S6mulate the Audience Through Visual Tension

Similar to creating visual tension, designers should also create several 
focal points in your web page layout.

Focal points are typically call-to-action buttons that are designed using 
the attention colors from your brand’s visual identity guidelines. Other 
effective focal points are bold headlines, descriptive icons, or photos of 
human faces.

4 Create Emphasis Through Focal Points

One of the most important tips of choosing or designing any page layout 
is to make sure that it accomplishes the goals of the website.

Think about the type of content your business is providing to the 
audience, and what is the best way to present that content, and create 
an enjoyable experience.

5 Accomplish The Goals of The Content
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Think about the message you need to tell. What web page layout is the 
best possible way for you to communicate that message to the viewer.

Think of your web page layout as a journey, where you weave, and lead 
your audience through a process that ends in clarity and a specific action.

6 Tell a Compelling Story

Sometimes, breaking the mold may be the best option to create the 
greatest impact. Unexpected arrangement of the element on a page 
could make your website stand out and achieve a more memorable 
outcome for the viewer.

7 Be Crea7ve and Experiment

Choose Your Web Page Layout
Which of the following web page layouts is best for your business, and 
accomplishes the goals of the website?

Z Pa%ern Layout F Pa%ern Layout Full Screen Image Layout

Split Screen Layout Asymmetrical Layout Single Column Layout

Boxed Layout Cards Layout MagazineLayout
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Z Pa%ern Layout F Pa%ern Layout Full Screen Image Layout

Draw Your Web Page Layout
Use the templates below to sketch some options for your new web page layout.
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“A brand that captures your mind 
gains behavior. A brand that captures 

your heart gains commitment.”
Sco$ Talgo
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WIREFRAMES & CONTENT HIERARCHY
STAGE 7: Module 33

How to Structure Web Page Content
There should be a well defined strategic approach to how your web pages
are structured.

Your audience has landed on your web page for a reason. They are searching for 
a solution to a problem, or a pain point that they are experiencing.

It is your job to not only provide that solution, but to guide the visitor through a 
journey. Your web page conent must:

WIREFRAMES & CONTENT HIERARCHY

• State the problem

• Empathize with them

• Explain the benefits you can offer

• Define who your solu;on is for

• Explain why your solu;on works

• Demonstrate why it's the best

• Show what results the consumer can expect

• Describe what they will receive

• Make it easy for them to take ac;on

• Eliminate objec;ons

• Validate their decision
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1

Content Element 1:
Highlight The Problem

1

2

Content Element 2:
Explain The Benefits 

1

2

3

Content Element 3:
Define Who It Is For
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1

2

3

4

Content Element 4:
Why It Works, Why It’s The Best, What Are The Results

1

2

3

4

5

Content Element 5:
What Is Included. What Will The Customer Receive
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Content Element 6:
Call To Ac7on

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Content Element 7:
Eliminate Objec7ons and Validate DecisionEliminate Objec7ons and Validate Decision



Define Your Web Page Content
What is the problem you are solving?

What are the benefits of your solu7on?

Who is your solu7on for?

Why does it work? Why is it the best? What are the results?

What will the customer receive? What is included?

How will you eliminate objec7ons and validate their decision?

What is the Call To Ac7on?

Notes:
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Web Page Wireframes
Wireframes are simple layouts that visually show the approximate location for all 
the graphics, photos, icons, content boxes, videos, headings, sub-titles, and text 
on the page.

Completing this initial wireframe step first will allow you to quickly make any 
adjustments to content placement, and make the final design and development 
process much easier.

Wireframes allow you to build the foundation first, determine proper content 
placement and clarify what graphics and content will need to be created.

Sketch Your Web Page Content Placement
Use the following templates to sketch out the content placement for your web 
page designs before creating your wireframes.

Pro Tip Number 1: You should design your pages so they create a story that 
leads the visitor through a journey to a Call To Ac8on.

Pro Tip Number 2: When designing your wireframes and web pages, try to get as 
much important content, including a call to ac8on, “above the fold”. This is the 
viewable browser space before the user begins to scroll.

Pro Tip Number 3: Current sta8s8cs indicate that over 65% of your website 
visitors will be using a mobile device to access your website. Therefore, your 
website must be accessible, easy to navigate, and offer an enjoyable user 
experience regardless of the device.

Pro Tip Number 4: You want to add a call to ac8on above the fold, at the boGom 
of the page, and also strategically place addi8onal call to ac8on buGons 
throughout the page so there is always one visible while the visitor scrolls.

Pro Tip Number 5: Keep your wireframes simple. Don’t get bogged down with 
design elements, page copy, and colors at this point. Use Lorem Ipsum text and 
image placeholders for now. You will swap them out later in the design process.

Pro Tip Number 6: Don’t skip the wireframe step. These wireframes will save you 
tons of 8me later in the design and development stages. They will also help you 
determine the flow and naviga8on for your en8re website.
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“A brand that captures your mind 
gains behavior. A brand that captures 

your heart gains commitment.”
Sco$ Talgo
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WEB PAGE DESIGN
STAGE 7: Module 34

Are Your Wireframes Ready For Design?
Here are some questions to help you determine if your web page wireframes 
are ready for design:

WEB PAGE DESIGN

Does the layout support the goals of the page?

Does the layout use nega2ve space to create visual impact?

Does the layout s2mulate the audience through visual tension?

Does the layout include focal points that highlight important content?

Does the layout tell a compelling story?

Is the layout crea2ve?

Is there important content and a call-to-ac2on above the fold?

Is the layout accessible and easy to navigate on all devices and browsers?

Are there calls-to-ac2on distributed throughout the layout?

Does the wireframe state the problem the visitor wants to solve?

Does the wireframe explain the benefits of your product or service?

Does the wireframe describe who your product or service is for?

Does the wireframe demonstrate why your product or service works?

Does the wireframe show the results the customer should expect?

Does the wireframe include tes2monials, ra2ngs, or social proof?

Does the wireframe inform the consumer about what they will receive?

Does the wireframe include a FAQ sec2on?
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How to Add Brand Iden1ty to Wireframes

Depending on your website layout, this may be in the upper left of the 
page, or perhaps centered at the top of the page if you are designing a 
landing page that is absent of navigation.

Be sure your logo is large enough that all elements are visible, 
recognizable, and legible.

1 Add Logo and Tagline

You should have already defined 1 primary color, 2-3 accent colors, and 
3-5 supporting colors.

Your primary and accent colors should be used to highlight the most 
important elements on the page. For example, valuable information, 
buttons, and calls-to-action.

Your supporting colors should then be used for backgrounds, borders, text 
blocks, content separators, heading, subtitles, and button hover states.

2 Add Brand Colors

You should have defined 2-3 brand typefaces in module 25.

Begin by applying your most impactful fonts to your page headings. Work 
your way down the page, and apply your subheading fonts, and then finally 
your basic paragraph fonts to your text blocks, lists, or bullet points.

Take advantage of the different font weights that may be available for each 
typeface. This will help create focus, draw attention, as well as express 
your brand’s personality.

3 Add Brand Typography

The content placement, and dimensions for these elements should have 
already been defined with placeholders in your wireframes.

So all you need to do now is swap out each placeholder with the actual 
photo, icon, or graphic.

4 Add Brand Graphics, Icons, Photos, and Imagery
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Once your page has been fully designed, review everything you have done 
and make any necessary changes.

You may find that call-to-action buttons are too close to each other. Or 
perhaps some of the color placements are not as visually appealing as 
they could be. Pay close attention to your font sizes and verify that all text 
elements are legible.

Take a broad overview of the entire page, and ask yourself the 
following questions:

5 Review and Make Changes

Does the page feel cohesive?

Are your eyes drawn to the most important content on the page?

Does the page support your brand's style?

Does the page reflect your brand’s personality?

Is the page visually appealing?

Does the page tell a story, and lead the visitor through a journey?

Does the design support the content and goals of the page?

Is there a clear, obvious, and easily accessible call-to-acAon?

Is this page GREAT design?

Do you LOVE this page?

How to Create Focus and Direct Through Design

TIP 1:  Use Movement

Movement on a web page can be everything from videos, to animations, to 
slideshows, to scrolling effects, to how content enters the page, to how buttons 
react on hover, or how the navigation menu responds to interaction.

Movement not only enhances the user experience, but it is also highly effective in 
generating a response.

TIP 2:  Use DirecBonal Imagery

Use faces to increase the human and emotional connection the viewer will 
experience when visiting your web page. When people can associate other humans 
to a brand, they are more likely to approve of it, and perceive it as trustworthy.

Studies have shown that people follow the gaze of the people in the photos. So 
always be sure that when using photos of people, that they are either looking 
towards, or pointing at the content you want them to pay attention to.

Always use high quality photos that convey emotion. For example, photos of your 
employees, your products, or your happy customers.



TIP 3:  Use Contras0ng Elements

Contrast can be accomplished through color, size, space, shape, or a 
combination of several of these options.

By creating unbalance in your designs, you are able to direct and guide the user 
through your web page, without them even being aware of what you are doing.

TIP 4:  Use White Space

Great designers know when and how to use white, or negative space to increase 
the overall impact of a design.

It may seem odd to leave an area empty, and not fill it with something useful.
However, it’s this empty space that creates a break in the design, so the human 
eye, and brain can take a moment to evaluate all the content, and then direct 
attention to what appears to be important.

TIP 5:  Use Impac=ul Color

This is why you chose 1-2 attention colors when designing your brand’s visual 
identity. It’s these impactful, visual stimulating, and attention grabbing colors that 
will direct your audience to the most important elements on your web pages.

Typically, attention colors are used for call-to-action buttons, main headings, or to 
highlight extremely valuable content.

TIP 6:  Establish Hierarchy with Size

The size of content elements on your page will also establish importance 
and direct focus.

Big and bold headings can be used to emphasize your brand purpose, 
values, and message. Using larger text for headings and subheadings 
makes it easy for visitors to scan the long sections of copy, and follow the 
structure of the page.

Elements like your logo, site title, and calls to action should be where your 
users’ eyes go to first. So make sure they are large enough to draw
their attention.

Structure your navigation so your most important, and highest converting 
pages appear larger in the primary menu, above the lower priority, less 
converting pages.

Notes:
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“Customers don’t just want to shop: 
they want to feel that the brand 

understands them.”
Mickey Drexler



Notes:

WEBSITE ARCHITECTURE
STAGE 7: Module 35

What is a Sitemap?

Type of Website Pages

A website's sitemap is the order and hierarchy of all the pages on a single 
website. It is a tiered structure where your homepage is your top-level page, 
and all other pages fall beneath it in order of importance.

WEBSITE ARCHITECTURE

GET STARTEDCONTACTABOUTPRODUCTS

CATEGORY 1 CATEGORY 2

PRODUCT 1

SERVICE 1 TEAM LOCATIONS

HISTORY

MISSION

CAREERS

SERVICE 2

SERVICE 3

SERVICE 4

PRODUCT 1

PRODUCT 2 PRODUCT 2

PRODUCT 3

PRODUCT 4

PRODUCT 3

SERVICES

HOME

These are the pages that are available to anyone who visits your 
website, and should be easily accessible from the main navigation.

Examples of these pages are your homepage, services pages, product 
pages, about page, and contact page.

1 Top-Level, Front Facing Pages
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These are the secondary pages that are categorized below top-level
main pages.

For example, a top-level page may be your services page. The more 
specific individual services your business provides will be subpages 
beneath this top-level page.

2 Sub-Pages

These are the pages that your visitor will see when they decide to make a 
purchase, or submit their information. 

These pages are not typically displayed in your main navigation, but may 
be accessible through a secondary menu, or from a parent page.

Examples of these pages are the Account Setup pages, Checkout pages, 
Payment Pages, Confirmation pages, and Download pages.

3 Conversion, Lead Capture, or Sales Pages

These are the pages on your website that are only accessible to your 
clients through a secure login, or after they have enrolled, purchased a 
product, scheduled a service, or submitted their information to receive 
additional content.

4 Protected Content Pages

How to Create Your Sitemap

STEP 1:  Audit Your Current Sitemap

If you don’t currently have a website, you can skip this step and move on to step number 2.

What are your current top level pages?

What are your current subpages?
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What current pages should be removed?

What visitor ac6ons do you need your website to perform?

What are their goals?

Why are they visi6ng your website?

How can you easily help them with their problem?

What steps do they need to take to convert?

STEP 2:  Define Your Business Goals

STEP 3:  Think About Your Audience

*Create a path for each visitor and define a flow that prevents redundant pages. 
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STEP 4:  Define Your Page Hierarchy

List your top level pages:

Top Level Page 1:

Top Level Page 2:

Top Level Page 3:

Top Level Page 4:

Top Level Page 5:

Top Level Page 6:

(Home, Services, About, Products, Contact, etc.)

Top Level Page 1:

Subpage 1:

Subpage 2:

Subpage 3:

Subpage 4:

Top Level Page 2:

Subpage 1:

Subpage 2:

Subpage 3:

Subpage 4:

List your subpages:
(Service detail, Product detail, team members, etc.)

Top Level Page 3:

Subpage 1:

Subpage 2:

Subpage 3:

Subpage 4:

Top Level Page 4:

Subpage 1:

Subpage 2:

Subpage 3:

Subpage 4:
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Top Level Page 5:

Subpage 1:

Subpage 2:

Subpage 3:

Subpage 4:

Top Level Page 6:

Subpage 1:

Subpage 2:

Subpage 3:

Subpage 4:

Lead Capture Page 1:

Lead Capture Page 2:

Lead Capture Page 3:

Lead Capture Page 4:

Lead Capture Page 5:

List your lead capture landing pages (if applicable):
(Free offer, More Info, Whitepaper download, etc.)

Protected Page 1:

Protected Page 2:

Protected Page 3:

Protected Page 4:

Protected Page 5:

List your protected members only pages (if applicable):

Website Naviga.on Tips
10 tips to provide the best user experience.

TIP #1: Always plan your naviga@on before building your website by 
crea@ng a sitemap.

TIP #2: Priori@ze your web pages and develop a hierarchy for your 
naviga@on menu. Your most important pages should be prominently 
displayed in the primary menu, Suppor@ng pages should be located in a 
secondary submenu.



TIP #3: Give people what they expect and know what to use. Use one of 
the standard and most familiar website naviga<on structures, so your 
visitors are able to quickly and easily access what they are looking for.

TIP #4: Consider using a s<cky menu system for your naviga<on so the 
visitor can always access it. This is when the primary naviga<on bar 
remains visible at either the top of the browser or one of the sides as the 
user scrolls down the pages.

TIP #5: Avoid confusion by limi<ng the number of primary menu items. 
This is similar to priori<zing your naviga<on. Keep the available op<ons to 
only the most important pages that you want your audience to visit.

TIP #6: Add a search bar so your visitors can simply search for what they 
are looking for.

TIP #7: When naming your menu items, be sure to name them in a way 
that makes sense to the visitor. Your menu labels should be descrip<ve
and concise.

TIP #8: Always link your logo back to the homepage. This func<onality has 
become standard prac<ce, and is expected from the visitor.

TIP #9: Be sure that you indicate to your website visitor what page they 
are currently on. This can be accomplished by highligh<ng the menu item 
with one of your brand's aHen<on colors, or by adding a breadcrumb 
naviga<on across the top of the page.

TIP 10: Make sure that every page of your website is somehow available. 
Either through the primary manu, secondary menu, a dropdown menu,
or a footer menu.

Notes:
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Design is about problem solving, 
not about personal preference or 

unsupported opinion.”
Bob Baxley
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WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
STAGE 7: Module 36

How to Prepare Your Web Pages For Development

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

65% of your website's visitors will be accessing your website on a mobile 
device. Therefore, your website must be accessible, easy to navigate, 
and offer an enjoyable user experience, regardless of the device.

Because of the limited screen size, a mobile web page needs to be 
designed much differently than a desktop web page design. It is critical 
that your web page designers provide additional design layouts, to 
indicate content breakpoints for all mobile devices.

1 Define The Mobile Breakpoints

Create a directory structure to organize all the content your developers 
will need. I recommend using a shared, cloud based service like Google 
Drive or Dropbox, so everything that your entire team needs to keep the 
project going is accessible at all times.

2 Create a Directory Structure

Define The Mobile Breakpoints

Begin by exporting all your images, icons, photos, and graphics.

The 3 most common graphic compression formats for web development 
are JPG, PNG, and SVG.

3 Export Your Images, Photos, and Graphics
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These are basic text documents of all the headings, subtitles, bullet points, 
and paragraph copy for each of your web pages.

Providing these documents will allow your developers to quickly copy and 
paste all the text elements of a page directing into the development platform.

4 Create Text Documents

Always provide your entire team with your visual brand guidelines that you 
define in stage 6. This will allow them to cross reference, and double check 
that the colors and typography are correct and on-brand.

5 Provide Your Brand Guidelines

Your web page developers will not only need to be aware of the design 
requirements, but also what is expected from them when it comes to the 
functionality of the page, and how the visitors should interact with the 
elements on the page.

Some Items to Consider Are:

• Button and text link URLs
• Hover states for all buttons
• Animation examples and expectations
• Image Slideshow content and functionality
• Scrolling effects like parallax scrolling
• Video interaction
• Submission form functionality

Anything that the designer expects, but is unable to visually demonstrate in 
a static design, needs to be noted and/or demonstrated to the developers.

6 Define the Movement, FuncBonality, and InteracBon

Be sure your developers have access to your sitemap.

This will provide them with a structural map of the pages, and define the 
expectations of how the primary, secondary, sub-menu, and footer 
navigation menus should function.

7 Define the NavigaBon Menu
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7 Of The Most Popular Website Builders

Pros of WordPress:

• You have complete control of your website.
• You can build any type of website using WordPress.
• There are thousands of high quality, pre-designed themes.
• There are several drag-and-drop page builders that make building a web page fast and easy.
• There are over 60,000 free plugins you can install to add more features and functionality.
• WordPress includes powerful SEO tools.
• WordPress has also been translated into dozens of languages, so you can easily create 
multilingual websites.

Cons of WordPress:

• You will have to find and pay for website hosting.
• You will have to manage your own website, which means updating wordpress and the plugins 
you install.
• Unless your developers are already familiar with the platform, you will have to learn how to use 
wordpress, so there is a bit of a learning curve involved.

Pros of Squarespace:

• It includes hosting, so unlike WordPress, you won’t have to purchase additional hosting.
• Squarespace includes dozens of professionally designed website templates that are ready 
to go for any type of business.
• The website templates are fully customizable, and adding content is very easy.
• If your business requires an online store, Squarespace includes an ecommerce plan.

Cons of Squarespace:

• 3rd party integrations are limited, so plan ahead to verify that Squarespace includes 
everything that you need now, and in the future.
• Currently, their e-commerce plan only integrates with Stripe, Apple Pay, and PayPal for 
payment processing.
• Squarespace is not an open-source platform, so you are restricted to their web 
development tools.
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Pros of WIX:

• It’s a fully hosted website platform, so you won’t have to pay for hosting.
• You get access to hundreds of fully editable website templates.
• Each website template includes an easy to use drag and drop page builder.
• Wix includes dozens of free and paid apps that you can install to add functionality to 
your website.
• There is also a free plan with limited bandwidth and storage so you can try them out 
before connecting your domain.
• All Wix website plans include a free SSL certificate.

Cons of WIX:

• Their free plans will display Wix branded ads on your website, so you will have to 
upgrade to remove these.
• Moving your website off of Wix later could be a complicated process.

Pros of Shopify:

• Everything is included with Shopify. You don’t have to worry about hosting, managing 
software, installing updates, or creating backups.
• Payment processing for all purchases is included through Shopify payments, or 
integrated third party payment gateways.
• There are hundreds of drag-and-drop pre-designed website themes to choose from.
• Since Shopify is specifically designed for ecommerce, everything you need from 
products, to inventory management, to statistics, and marketing are included.
• You can convert your website into a POS system so you can also sell your products 
on location.
• Also, shopify will integrate into WordPress if you want to take advantage of the 
capabilities of both systems.

Cons of Shopify:

• It may be a high price point for startups.
• Moving your website away from Shopify could be a difficult undertaking.
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Pros of Weebly:

• It’s a fully hosted and managed platform. So once again, you will not need to pay for 
additional web hosting, or manage any software.
• There are dozens of designs included to help you start building your website.
• Weebly also includes a live view page editor, so you can immediately see your edits as 
they will appear.
• If you need an online store, Weebly includes built in support for ecommerce.
• There are pre-built features like contact forms, photo galleries, and image sliders, so you 
have the freedom to build your website however you would like.

Cons of Weebly:

• Since Weebly is not open source, and hosted on their servers, you are restricted to just 
the features they offer.
• Weebly charges a 3% transaction fee for every online store purchase, unless you 
upgrade to their business plan

Pros of BigCommerce:

• It is a fully hosted and managed solution.
• BigCommerce will integrate with WordPress so you can take advantage of the benefits 
of both platforms.
• BigCommerce integrates with all popular payment gateways including Stripe, PayPal, 
Apple Pay, Square, Amazon Pay, Visa Checkout, Chase Pay, Ayden, and more.
• Plus big Commerce does not charge transaction fees.
• Their pre-made website templates can be customized to match your needs through their 
drag-and-drop page builder.
• BigCommerce includes built in features for conversion rate optimization.
• You can integrate third party applications to expand the functionality of BigCommerce 
and grow your business.

Cons of BigCommerce:

• Their pricing is high if you are just starting out.
• Since everything is self-contained on their platform, migrating your website to another 
solution could be difficult.



Pros of Web.com

• It includes a powerful drag and drop page builder
• You can choose from thousands of professionally designed website templates.
• Web.com includes all the features you need, like contact forms, photo galleries, image 
sliders, video widgets, and social media integration.
• You can build an online store, securely process credit card payments, manage inventory, 
and track orders.
• All Web.com plans come with a free domain, email address, backup features, seo tools, 
and analytics.
• Web.com also offers phone and chat support, plus custom website design services.

Cons of Web.com

• There are limited blog features.
• Their online store solution is limited to 50 products.
• It could be difficult to move your website to another platform should you want to do so in 
the future.

Top 10 Benefits of WordPress
1: Cost-Effec8ve

2: Update Your Website From Anywhere

3: Search Engine Op8miza8on Ready

4: Convenient Syndica8on

5: Responsive Web Design

6: Easily Upgrade Your Site’s Capabili8es

7: Ideal for Aggressive Content Marke8ng

8: Social Media Integra8on

9: Increased Security

10: Easy Transi8on from One Designer to the Next

Criteria to Look For in a Website Builder
1: Ease of Use

2: Pricing

3: Design and Features

4: Customer Support

5: Ownership and Portability

Notes:
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Design is the silent ambassador
of your brand.

Paul Rand
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MANAGING YOUR BRAND ASSETS
STAGE 8: Module 37

Benefits of Brand Asset Management

BRAND ASSET MANAGEMENT

Safeguard your brand and accelerate brand growth.

Ensure consistent brand usage to build brand equity and integrity.

Represent your brand clearly and posiHvely.   

Reduce redundant work and duplicate files.

Boost communicaHon across internal departments and with external users.

What to Look For in Brand Asset Management
An intuiHve interface

Excellent customer service

Mobile support

Unlimited asset creaHon

Sharing and distribuHon capabiliHes

Search funcHonality

Robust security



Brand Asset Management Solu2ons

Notes:
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“A brand for a company is like a 
reputa6on for a person. You earn 

reputa6on by trying to do hard 
things well.”

Jeff Bezos



You don’t understand your purpose, vision, mission, or values. 
Therefore, your marketing and business decisions don’t reflect them.

Warning Sign #1

You develop marketing campaigns and advertisements and just hope 
they will work. If you don’t have a plan, strategy, and guidelines in place, 
your marketing efforts could be a waste of your time and your money.

Warning Sign #2

Notes:

REVIEW, REPORT, REFRESH
STAGE 8: Module 38

7 Reasons Why Brands Fail

5 Warning Signs Your Brand is in Trouble

REVIEW, REPORT, REFRESH

Not Being AuthenGc

Breaking Your Promise

Losing ConnecGon With The Customer

Lacking DifferenGaGon

Misaligned Company Culture

Confusing Brand Architecture

Remaining Stagnant
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Your employees are disengaged, disinterested, and failing at their roles. 
A company needs a well thought out brand strategy to unify the team.

Warning Sign #3

You don’t have cohesive brand messaging or visual identity. Therefore, your 
content is inconsistent and contradictory, leading to consumer confusion.

Warning Sign #4

You can’t clearly articulate your brand. Without a well positioned and 
differentiated brand you will be unable to stand out in the crowded marketplace.

Warning Sign #5

8 Reasons to Complete a Brand Audit
1. Analyze the Performance of Your Brand

2. Discover Your Strengths and Weaknesses

3. Align With the ExpectaQons of Your Customers

4. Re-evaluate Your PosiQon in the CompeQQve Marketplace

5. Find New OpportuniQes

6. Update Your Visual IdenQty

7. Re-engage Your Employees

8. Establish New Goals and Expand Your Brand's Vision.



STAYING RELEVANT
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“Every adver*sement should be 
thought of as a contribu*on to 

the complex symbol which is the 
brand image.”

David Ogilvy



Keep your brand promise, be authentic, remain relevant and compelling, 
and properly position your brand in the market. Your brand should be 
either better, different, or cheaper.

TIP #1

Build an internal brand culture that rewards collaboration, and challenges 
the weaknesses of the brand before the competition sees them. Maintain 
a positive customer experience, and overdeliver on your promise.

TIP #2

Maintain simple, clear, and consistent brand messaging in all your 
marketing and advertising campaigns. 

TIP #3

Stay ahead of the competition and the consumer. Be fresh and innovative 
with your marketing and products. Act as if you know what the customer 
needs before they do.

TIP #4

Know when to stop or when to make a drastic change. If something is not 
connecting with your audience, don’t force the issue. It’s the brands that 
take the offensive approach, that are able to quickly pivot and capitalize 
on new opportunities.

TIP #5

Notes:

STAYING RELEVANT
STAGE 8: Module 39

How to Maintain Posi?ve Brand Status

STAYING RELEVANT
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Talk with your customers. Ask them what they like, and more importantly, 
what they dislike about your brand. When you hear their problems, think 
of solutions. Ask them for their honest opinions, don’t think for them.

TIP #6

Review Your Brand Experience Often. Every touchpoint and experience 
the customers have with your brand should be easy, intuitive, and 
enjoyable. Always think of ways to create the best customer experience. 
Remember that the experience does not end with the sale. It’s the 
communication and connections you cultivate after the sale, that will turn 
the one-time customer into a loyal brand advocate.

TIP #7

Be willing to try new things. You don’t want to become a trend that 
disappears overnight, but you also don’t want to be stagnant, never 
innovate, and therefore become irrelevant. Take every opportunity you 
have to introduce your customers to new things. It will keep them coming 
back for more, and increase your brand following.

TIP #8
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